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Introductory Remorks
It is a common experiente in natura:-scientific work that one starts some
rese-arch project with a certain problem in mind to be solved, and that the
actual operation forces its way in an entirely different, unexpected direction.
Careful vigilante combined with complete lack of preconceived ideas will
then achieve important, though unexpected results. The discovery of the
radioactivity of pitchblende was made this way, and rnany other discoveries
made in a similar manner are known. This magnificent rationality in true
natural inquiry was at work asso in the series of Oranur experiments which
began toward the end of 1950.
As proposed in the first ~JUR report (Orgone Energy Emcrgcncy
Bulletin, No. 1, December, 1950), the Oranur experiment proper had as its
primary objective the invesrigation of possible anti-nuclear radiation effects
in thc atmospheric orgone (OR) energy; in othcr words, the experiments
were planned with the prospect of finding a powerful antidote against
nuclear (NR) radiation sickness. On the basis of years of previous experi267
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mentation and observation, it was assumed that the powerful forces contained in the cosmic OR energy would neutralize NR radiation and mitigate
its effects. h was roughly taken for granted that "radiation sickness" is the
effect of nuclear radiation acting upon living tissues and blood; chis assumption was in accordance with the prevalent view in today's radiological
pathology.
Now, the first series of the specific Oranur experiments did not fully
reach this goal, although several important and hopeful observations had
been made in the intended direction. However, Me main result of thr
Oranur experiment proper was the nearly complete disclosure of the true
nature of a type of radiation sickness which has much in common with
what is known about biological ellects of atomic energy. rr WAS FOUND,
BEYOND ANY REASONABLE DOUBT, THAT SO-CALLED RADIATION SICKNESS IS NOT,
AS HEIMTOFORE ASSUMED, A DIRECT RESULT OF NR RADIATION UPON LIVING TISSUE

severe reaction of Me organismic OR
energy against the action of NR radiation.
To explain ihese astounding results in familiar terms of medicine:
To a superficial view, an abscess or an inflammation may appear as the
direct result of the invasion of virulent bacteria into the organism. However,
it is well known in organic pathology that abscess, inflammation, high
temperature, etc., are due to strong defensive reactions of the organism
against invading infectious bacteria. Concentration of leucocytes in the
invaded area, concentration of blood, and, in severe cases, high-pitched
activity of the heat regulation system (high temperature) are the immediate
symptoms in infectious disease.
This clinicai example may suffice to give the reader an initial idea of the
first results we achieved. To continue with the analogy: Steeped in the
wrong belief that it is the bacteria which are acting as the specific factors
in abscess formation, inflammation and high temperature, we had started
with the expectation of finding an effective agent against infectious hacteria.
To our great astonishment we discovercd that the bacteria are no more than
the eliciting cause, mere triggers which stir leucocytes, blood concentration
in the arca of infection, and the general rise in temperature into action.
This reaction on thc part of Me organism to the infection is in itself an
attempt at self-cure. However, under certain specific conditions, the process
of defensive health reaction can ar does turra into Me true killer. We are
most probably dealing with an organismic reaction similar to that of
immunization to an infectious disease.
BUT AN IMMEDIATE EXPRESSION OF A
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To anticipate briefly:
OR ENERGY FUNCNR RADIATION. THE LATTER IS NOT A spect fie CAUSE OF
RADIATION SICKNESS. Symptoms which appear in the course of radiation
sickness can also come about without the action of NR radiation.
Nausea, hemorrhagcs, petechiae, general malaise, loss of hair, sclerosis of
the skin, decline of the blood function, fatigue, anemia, leukemia and final
death are not specific symptoms of radiation sickness. They are to be
found singly or in complex syndromes in diseases which were not elicited
by overirradiation. In addition to thesc symptoms, during the Oranur
experiment other symptoms were observed which, as far as we know,
have not been reported by observers of NR radiation effects. The Oranur
experiment has produced some of the well-known NR radiation symptoms,
and in addnion, symptoms which were specifically related to overirradiation by OR energy.
. ço
.
Thus we did not yet, ia this first run, secure a safe antidote to radiation
sickness, but we found the true dynamics of this disease and were able to
link it up comprehensihly with other disease pictures. These introductory
remarks will now be substantiated by concrete facts and observations.
The Oranur experiment proper has left toa many questions unanswered
to yield a clear-cut picture of ali the underlying processes. This is reflected
in the presentation which is less compact and systematic than the three
preceding reports on the preparatory Oranur experiments. It is hoped that
ia due time the main body of the Oranur experiment will reach the same
degree of clarity and consistency. The urgency of the subject matter made
not premature but less elaborate publicarion necessarv.
Before entering the main subject, I would like to express my deep
appreciation and my thanks to my assistants, who helped carry the dangerous
job through during the five months of experimentation in Oranur. They
were fully devoted to their tasks; they took severe criticism at times, with
the attitude of the man or woman who known fully what doing a responsible
job means; they have exposed themselves to dangerous hazards and even
to possible death without hesitation or complaint; at times they have worked
uninterruptedly day and night; and last but not least, they have stood by ali
through the task as good friends in a team. I am very grateful to ali of
them, and 1 would like to express my regret that, without intention, they
have become, in these experiments, objects of a dangerous threat to their
health and even to their Vives.
RADIATION SICKNESS IS A SPECIFIC PROBLEM OF ORGANISMIC

TIONS AND NOT OF
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Basic Premises of the Oranur Proiect
The Oranur project was inaugurated on severa! well-known and commonly understood premises.
1. Atomic energy (nuclear energy, NR) represents cosmic energy which
is freed from matter through disintegration of the atom, which is the
constituent of the universe in terms of classical and quantum physics. It
is energy ArrF.s. MATTER. OR ENERGY, on the other hand, represents cosmic
energy BEFORE MA 117-R, i.e., energy which has not been caught in or has not
been transformed int() solid matter. It is universally present, penetram
everything, surrounds, as the so-called OR energy envelope, our planes and
most likely ali other heaveniy bodies (sun's corona, Saturn's ring, etc.).
Cosmic OR energy, moving freely within the living organism, is called
1310-ENERGY or ORGANISMIC OR EN ERGit.
2. From many observations over a period of some 15 years, it had been
deduced that OR energy and NR energy are antagonistic to each other.
NR energy, according to current views, damages living functions in the
form of "radiation fickness," in severe cases with consequent death; in
orgonomic terms, NR energy somehow affects hio<nergy, rendering it
incapabie of functioning to various degrees. On the other hand, it was
assumed that OR energy, in sufficient concentration and strength, would
counteract NR radiation. It seemed most likely that the spontaneous
recovery from radiation sickness was to be attributed to the OR energy in
the organism getting the upper hand over NR energy.
3. In order to make this interrelationship of atomic and OR energy
more readily cornprehensibk to ourselves and to the world at Iarge, a
parallel had been drawn in psychological terms many years ago to the
age-old notians of the human mind such as the antagonistic functions of
"Godo" and "Evn..," ar, meaning the same, of "con" and "DEVIL". (Cf. ETHER,
GOD AND DEVIL, 1949).
The physical Life Energy had been discovered in consequential pursuit
of the functions of what is called "Lovr." in the whole animal kingdom.
The human mind has always conceived of LovE as being capabIe of coping
with HATE and ntsraucrurv. It was also always olear that bate can UI
lave and that lave, in its struggle against evil, can turn finto hate by mere
frustration.
To the experimcnter in the Oranur project, the antithesis of OR energy
and NR energy easily mergcd with our psychiatric knowledge about
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emocional functions, which are, in a deep biophysical sense, truly physical
functions. OR energy had never shown any ill effects on living organisms;
it was shown to be capable of coping with such alllictions as tissue and
blood degeneration by charging of the organism to a high bio-energetic
levei. On the basis of these medicai experientes, it was assumed that "OR
Energy" or "Life Energy" represented in strictly physical terms what the
layman is used ta calling "Good" or "God". Furthermore, it had been found
and was secured as a piece of well-founded knowledge that the E / ONS or
OR ENERGY VEMCLES which constitute the living substance also appeared
in two antagonistic forms, as PA bions and T-bions; the PA bions are
capabie of kiliing the T- or death bacilli. But it is also true that T-bacilli,
highly concentrated or active in bio-energetically weakened tissues, destroy
healthy tissue. This was iearned from the cancerous shrinking biopathy.
(Cf. Reich, THE CANCER IOPATHY, pp. 11-63).
Thus our background of operation contained two series of functions which
were antagonistic to each other and were amply represented in human
ideology, in microscopic observations and in physical functions. Synoptically:
G OOD
EV/L
Gol/
DEVIL
LIFE
DEA TH
P A-R IONS
T-B IONS
ORGON E ENERGY (OR) NUCLEAR ENERGY (NR)
COSM1C ENERGY
COS Ni /C ENERGY
be f ore xt ATTER
after mATTER

Ethics
Religion
Biology
Bio-energetics
Physics
Astrophysics, Cosmology

Though no more than a useful framework of thought, this coordination
provided a perfect base of operation and a safe guiding line finto the dark
re.ilms of a dangerous unknown. Its general human and scientific basis
seemed broad and firm enough to serve as a reliable outlook unto things
to come.
Moreover, extensive work on the cancer probiem for the past fifteen years
had vielded a rich harvest of various facts al)out life functions and their
countcrparis, the forces of evil and destruction. A firm hold had been
established with regard to diagnosis of initial decay and degeneration in
living systems through such rneasures as the Reich Blood Tests and the
cultivation and microscopic observation of the indicators of death, the
T-bacilli (cf. THE CANCER BIOPATHY)
Our first report contains the general outline. Now, lei us turn to the
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events proper as they began to develop around the middle of December 1950
to about the end of May 1951. These events, to say it bluntly, represented
a severe knockout blow in many directions: With respect to physical functions, with respect to the crucial hreakthrough into the concrete experimentation, and with respect to Oranur particularly.
The workers who partook in these first steps of Oranur ali became afflicted
to various degrees with "Oranur sickness"; experimental mice died; the
experimental building was knocked out of function for severa! months and
possibly permanently; all plans which were carefully designed to carry out
the project, were thrown over and had tu be redesigned; crucial physical
concepts tottered. Only the open, free, truly scientific mind will be able
to follow this report without prejudice ar fear.
Sequente of Events
On August 30, 1950, 1 had rcported at the annual meeting of the Board
of Trustees of The Wilhelm Reich Foundation about the anti-nuclear
possibilities of OR energy. (Cf. Orgone Energy Bulletin, 3/1, january, 1951,
pp. 59-60.)
During the first week of December 1950, we began to proceed toward
effective action.
The medicai orgonomists in New York were alerted through our educational secretary, Dr. Elsworth F. Baker, to stand by after information was
given on our plans.
We made it clear, to begin with, that there is at present no remedy known
to medicine in cases of decline of organismic functioning, except OR energy
as applied in the cancer biopathy. This, naturally, constituted a heavy
responsibility which fel! on our shoulders. We alone were afile to find out
whether or not OR energy containcd any hope in the treatment nf NR radiation sickness. The USA faced a dangemus situation in the first days of
December 1950, when the disaster in Korea had struck with the evil attack
nf the Chinese communists; with the hands of the USA bound by the
pledge not to bomb their hinterland in Manchuria; with the English
alijes still doing business with the red dictators; with the helplessness in
the face of thc ractics of the red fascists who were far superior in thc
use of ali of the most refined methods of the emocional plague, and with the
terrible experience of the Chinese aggressors making propaganda through
the 1.TN right in the middle of the USA, while their forces marched in
Korea. The USA was left holding the bag.
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1 mention thesc social events in order to inake comprehensible why I felt
impelled to step out of my usual reserve and to do something crucial: This
was the moment to rush in to help with whatever we had. It was, however,
the first time that I started an experiment having in mind a particular purpose to be achieved.
The following steps were taken:
1. On December 15th, an application for the procurement of 20 millicurtes Phosphorus P-32 (a radioactive isotope of phosphorus) was dispatched. In an accompanying letter to the AEC in Oak Ridge, Isotope
Division, it was pointcd out that we would not do any routine experiments
with radioactive material such as tracer work or radioactive therapy; that
we would solely test the effects of orgcnc energy on mico injected with
P-32. An accompanying chart surveyed the Alan of treatment of 80 mice in
particular. The main question to be answered was:
CAN ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED RADIATION SICKNESS BE TREATED OR PREVENTED BY
OR ENERGY!

2. Preparations were made at Orgonon for the deposit and disposal of
radioactive material P32, approximately four millicuries per two weeks,
was to be kept in a small wooden cabin some fifty feer away from thc main
students' laboratory building. Since Orgonon is miles away from any habitanon arca (four miles from Rangeley), there seemed to be no problem with
contamination of inhahited arcas, water supplies, etc. We planned on burying the carcasses of the animais used in the experiment severa! feet deep
in the ground about 500 yards away from the laboratory and other buildings
at Orgonon. Injection and dissection of mice was to be done in a small
building, separated from the others, where no une would be present at any
other time. The protective devices which we had ordered, the lead aprons
we possessed, the lead gloves and the use of strong OR energy accumulators
seemed sufficient measures to sccure the safety of thc personnel at that time.
This was in accordance with what was known at that time about radiation
protection. We had no inkling of what was in store for us. In December
1950, before the experiment started, we could not possihly have guessed
that ali rhese measures would not work. But as we found out later, no
protection at ali was possible in such experimentation as using OR energy
versus NR energy.
3. One of our physicians in New York offered bis services in contacting
various agencies to find out whatever he could about the ditTerent materiais
and the rufes for handling them. We had heard that the AEC was par-
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ticularly strict in its requirements for the handling of isotopes, and that this
strictness was not shared by many commcrcial or even scientific laboratories.
We learned, for instante, in one place, that no lead brick shielding was
neccssary in handling one or two miflicuries aí radioactivity. In many years
of contacts between orgone physics and classical physics, we have learned
that many things are not as exact and commonly agreed upon as it would
appear from the claims of exactness; that one cannot find answers to some
of the most primitive questions in the routinc handbooks of physics, such
questions as, for instante, what is the absolute rate of counts per minute
(cpi) for a mg. of oure radium. h is essencial to state these facts; it is not
mcant to criticize or to devaluate the labors of our colleagues in other
branches of knowledge.
4. While these contacts were made (cf. Historical Record, p. 337) and
application forms sent out, 1 devoted myself to a recapitulation of very
old observations which I had made some seven to twelve years ago, of
NR radiation and its relationship to OR energy. I also hegan to prepare my
base of operation. First of ah, the natural "radioactivity" in all places
where the future experimentation was to be performed, had to be monitored,
and the instrumcnts had to be prepared and calibrated for action in the main
experiment. Here are a few results of these prclíminary investigations,
December 15-27, 1950:

No.

Background CPM
(No NR present)

Day

A

1
2
3

4
5
6

7

40
50-70
40-60
40-50
40-50
60-70
(within ORACC)°
60-70

• Orgone energy accumulator.

Orgone-Treated
radioactive
zinc sulfide

Drgone-Treated
1 rncgr. radium

CPM

CPM

B

c

500
2,790
3-400
4-500
2-300
60-70
i 1/4" lead
2-300 free
200 in lead
300 free

30,000
20-30,000
30,000
30,000
2-3,000
3-4,000

3-4,000
3-4,000

Distante

1 Cel.

/I

PP

PI

IP

,,

lf

II

PP

Tf

PP

PI

II
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These preliminary results on the BASE may suffice. Lead shielding did not
appreciably reduce the activity. The background counts went up when
radioactive material was put isto an OR energy charger. No attcntion was
paid to this fact, since we knew that OR effects on the GM counter vary
greatly.
The background activity in the students' laboratory, where the main
experiment was later to be performed, varied between 40-60 cpm. The
measurements were madc with a SU-5 Survey Meter and a tube Serial No.
G-632, Type T6C5, Traccrlab, Inc. (30 mg./cm.2 wall thickness).
Background monitoring with SU-5 Beta Gamma Survey Meter, Dec. 15, 1950
to Jan. 10, 1951
Student
122b.

Mouse
House

Garage

Obsert,atory

Date

CPM

CPM

CPM

CPM

Shop
CPM

12-15-50

30-50

30-50

30-50

30-50

12-16-50
12-17-50
12.18-50
12-19-50

30-50
30-50
30-50
40-50

30-50
30-40
30-50
30-50

30-50
30-50
30-40
40-50

12-20-50

30-40

30-40

12-27-50
1-3-51

30-40
40-50

1-I 0-51

30-40

Free
Space
CPM

Remarks

30-50

30-50

Normal for
Orgonon

30-50
50-70
50-60
40-50

30-50
30-40
30-50
30-50

30-50
30-50
30-50
40-50

30-40

10-60'

30-40

30-40

• Prelsmt nary
Oranur
experiment

30-40
40-50

30-40
50-60

50-70*
60*

30-40
40-50

30-40
30-40

*same
*same

80-90*

30-50

90*

40-50

30-40

Oranur at
work sin c e

1-5-51

1.1

C dist. 10

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

cm.

II

II
1.

These exampks are only to give an idea of the base functions, and are not
a thorough account of the investigation. The high background count of
40-70 CPM was always observed in concentrated OR atmosphere.
We ordercd a sample of racho cobalt (CO-60) from Traccrlab for the
purpose of calibration of instruments. The counts from this source vary
greatly and would have to be established in our laboratory. We had hoped,
however, to obtain the counting rate from Tracerlab since we knew that
the radioactivity would change and begin to vary a great deal once its
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source reached the highly charged orgone energy atmosphere at Orgonon.
226 x 10-5 millicuries CO-60, with a half life of 53 years, arrived on December 28, 1950. The source was not permitted to touch the highly charged
students' laboratory and was rushed to a place in the OR energy observatory
where no sizable OR effect could reasonably be expected during the short
period of a few minutes. At 20h in the evening, the background count was
still only 40-50, i.e., normal for Orgonon buildings. The source was left
within the brass container and yielded 70 CPM and 0.016 NIR/Ft (milli-rõntgens
per hour) with the SU-5 Survey Meter. The ionization effect on a calibrated alurninum leaf electroscope was rapid within seconds over 10 divisions
(90" deflection). Spontaneous discharge rate in ORG time during that
period was approximately 180 seconds per ore divisic-n. Thus the icnization
effect appeared quite clearly.
In order to protect the source, ir was wrapped in lead foils of altogether
some I/2 " thickness. Now the first surprise carne. Three and one-half hours
later, at 23:30h, I tested the source again. This time, though far away from
any concentrated OR and outside the concrete rock walls of the observatory,
the um amounted to 150, with the stititt still at 0.016. However, the ionizanon ellect was gane. The NR source had no etlect whatsoever on the charged
electroscope beyond its spontaneous OR discharge rate: Since the NR source
had not been exposed to OR and had carefully been kept away from any
OR accurnulator, this astounding result could only be explained by the OR
activity of the lead shielding: the lead had been situated in the OR energy
laboratory for many years. and although it itself did not give any counts, it
most likely had eliminated the ionization efiect. The ionization effect did
not return during the following three weeks, even when the source was taken
out of its brass container and put naked on the plate of the electroscope.
This, then, was a major first result in the direction of the expected ORversus-NR effect. On December 29, the following day, the NR electroscopic
discharge rate was even rnuch slower than the OR rate: 300 (NR) as
against 180 (OR) seconds per one division. Unril January 2, 1951, the CPM
with the source shielded in its capsule of brass, had risen to 200, measured
with the survey meter and the autoscaler (Tracerlab). It varied greatly
from one measurement to the next: between 150 and 250 CPM as against
70 upon arrival. Also, the sotin went up from the initial 0.016 to 0.02 and
0.04 on the second day. It remained ar that levei for severa! days, having
more than doohled its energy output. Also, the background counts had
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slowly climbed up from 60 CPM on the second day, to 100 on the third day.
All this =aias to be investigated in greater detail.
The riso in background counts did not disquiet us since for four years
I had worked in an aunosphere yielding 40-70 CPM background counts, and
surrounding OR activities as high as 20,000 counts PE.R SECOND in high
vacuum; furthermore, it was perfectly clear that it was not the well-shielded
tiny amount of NR activity, but the reaction of the OR which was responsible
for the increase of the atmospheric energy levei. Though the NR source
was handled with tongs, and with the use of lead gloves as well as lead
apron, precautions far beyond the established health safety requirements,
there was already at that early phase no way of protecting oneself against the
clear-cut high OR activity, duo to its ability to penetrate everything—lead,
cement, brick, metal of any thickness, etc.
1 just had to proceed, hoping that ill effects of high OR charges would
continue to be absent.
The CO-60 was put into the "discharge funnel" and inserted into a small
5x OR "shooter" for further OR irradiation of the NR source. On January 4,
1951, I took the NR source out of its container and shielding, and measured
it naked with two GM counters. At the autoscaler it yielded 5-6000 CPM at
one cm. distance from the mica window. The rate within its container was
around 200-250 crst, and around 0-04 aut/it measured with the SU-5 Survey
Meter. This rate began to change considerably as the days passed. The
activity was 7000 CPM on January 8, down to 3000 CPM on the 12th, and somewhat below 5000 CPM, naked, on the 15th.
The counts per time unir were not constant; they varied so greatly that
the question presented itself as to how constant other radioactivities were.
The protelem of quantitative nuclear radioactivity had never occupied much
place in the framework of orgonomic research, with the exception of the
rnost primitive obscrvations, such as scintillation, measurement of small
amounts of radioactivity in the calibration of instruments, ionization, etc.
But now, when the question of influencing NR by OR had come into sharp
focos, it was of crucial importante to determine the constancy of NR radioactivity. Unfortunately, in no book on nuclear radiation which was available, could any definito answer be found.
A via! of radioactive luminescent matter (zinc sulfide) had been kept in
a small OR charger for many years. It had lost its ionization effect through
OR influente long ago. It still luminated vcry strongly. I measured the
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activity with thc autoscaler (scale 4096). The result over severa' consecutive days was nearly constam at 245,760 CPM, increasing occasionally to
307,200 CPM. This scemed a high count for less than a microgram of
radium as compared with 5000 CPM for 2.26 micrograms of CO-60.
My wristwatch radium dial which had soaked up OR energy for many
years, gave between 40,000 and 45,000 CPM in a fairly constant manner. I had
worn this watch for years, and no ill effects had ever been observed on my
wrist. The count seemed tremendous for the minimal amounts of radium on
a dial. It was soon found that the OR influente was quite substantial. Radium
diais on wristwatches which had newly been bought and had not beca
in contact with the OR atmosphere for any appreciable length of time, gave
only 3-5000 CPM. We had to assume, but could not safely ascertain, that the
distribution of radium on watch diais would be approximately equal. Yet,
my wristwatch dial had yiclded ten times the count of a newly-arrived
wristwatch. This was striking.
The dial on the wristwatch of another worker in the laboratory who
had been in much less contact with highly concentrated OR, gave between
5500 and 8000 CPM.
Al! measurements were done with the same autoscaler 4096, the same
GM tube, and at the same distance, i.e., one cm.
These results, confusing as they were, ais() disclosed a vcry strong influente
of OR upon NR. As in so many other cases, we had to realize that we had
to learn anew, from scratch.
Orgone Energy Runs Amok (DOR): The "Oranur Sickness"
In order to save time, we decidcd to order two milligrams of pure radium,
and, instead of injecting fluid radioisotopes, to irradiatc some of our mice
with radium. The radium, in two one milligram units (each 8.3 R/H) and
each in a separate 'A inch leal container, arrived on January 5, 1951. The
NR sources were measured immediately and gave 245,760 CPM naked at one
centimeter (cm.) distance.' One mg. radium was designated as a control,
to be left untreated; the other was to be treated with OR encrgy. The first,
No. I, remained untreated and was put into the garage near the observatory
on the hill; the other, No. II, was put into a one-fold, small OR charger on
1 In the early summer of 1951 we had a third sample of radium, one mg., measured ire New
York before it was brought up to Orgonon. The count in New Yoik. was only 16,000 CPM
naked and 7,000 in 'A" !tad shielding. This we ciid not know, of course, in January 1951.
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January 5, 1951, at 11:30h. This charger was placed in the 20-fold OR energy
accumulator which was located in an 18 x 18 foot OR energy room, lined
with sheet irou of gauge 26. The experimental hall of the laboratory
measuring 60 x 70 feet surrounds the OR energy room as depicted in
Fig. 12.
250*

200'

Ra 111.

C

150'

50'

50'

Ra I.

.20-fold charger

OR

orgonc moro

Sl.. .1tall of student's laboratory
M

100'

micc

____....monitoring relute

5....shop
G ... .garage
MN.

Ra I
Ra ti
Obs

mouse how
control radium
radium in

5111211

OR-charger

posinon of obsencrs

Fig. 12. Sketch showsng distantes of piares in Siudents' Laboratory and surroundings from OR energy
room and 20-fold charger.

The background count, immediately before the Ra needle was put into
the charger, was between 40 and 50 CPM everywhere, i.e., normal for riais
building.
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Now we made our first major mistake, which, however, was responsible
for the tremendous results we obtained that same day: 1 did not measure
personally the background count right away after Me radium needle was
put into the charger. Had I done se, 1 would have found a slery high count
in the hall; I would have immediately taken the Ra needle out of the
charger and the hall, and would have misscd the whole Oranur effect. 1 did
not personally measure the background count right after the beginning of
the experiment because 1 had measured the activity of the radium bcfore
with the autoscaler and counter tube (mica window, 2.3 mg./cm.2 thickness),
and had found a count of only 2457 em with the needle naked at one-meter
distance. The 20x accumulator finto which the charger containing the
needle had been put, measures 5 feet square horizontally, i.e., about 1.Vz
meters. The distance between the outer walis of the 20x accumulator and
the metal-lined walis of the OR energy room adds another 6 to 7 feet on
each sido. This means that the needle of Ra was at a distance of about
10 feet on two sidos, and some 16 feet on a third side from the walls of
the OR room. We had the norion that the metal lining of the OR energy
room itself would add some shielding. There were workers doing their jobs
outside in the experimental hall at a distance of an average of some 30
feet (i.e., ca. 10 meters) and more from the shielded radium needle.
TABLE OF DISTANCES

No.

Symbol

2

W

3
4
5
6

MH
G
NR

7

NR-FOR

8

Oh

Place-ohject
mice
worker's
desk
mouse house
shop
garage
control
radium
radium in
charger
observer's
position

Distante in feri
Distante in feet from students'
from OR room laboratory
40
23
105
130
145
200

50
75
85
150

250

200

200

160
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Feeling safe about the distance of the radium from the outer hall of the
laboratory, we committed a second mistake. We left the needle of Ra in
the charger until about 16:30h (in thc afternoon of January 5, i.e., 5 hours).
We had intended to kcep the Ra continuously in the shielded place. We had
no inkling of the happenings that are now to be recounted.
The background count had been measured at 13h by a technical assistant.
It was high, 70 to 80 CPM in the hall. The assistant failed to report this high
background count. At 16:3011 when 1 carne down to the lower laboratory,
the air was sticky and heavy. The background count ran up to 80 CPM 50
tett away from the Ra-needle, and amounted to severa! hundred CPM on
the outside of the walls of the OR room. The workers were immediately
ordered out of the hall. The incide of thc OR roem was unbear2bly charged.
The walis felt "glowing" 10 to 16 feet away from where the Ra needle was
ocated. The portable survey GM meter "jammed" when I approached the
20x accurnulator. There seemed no sense in counting CFM'S at that moment.
The first thing to do was to take the Ra needle out of the charger in arder
to calm down the OR reaction. It was not a failure in the battery of the
survey meter which had caused the jamming. I remembered similar phenomena when I had workcd with highly chargcd counter tubes in the first
GM experiments back in 1947 (cf. p. 20Iff.). If the GM meter operated again
after having beca in the fresh air for a while, the jamming would certainly
have been due to blockage of the operatian through extreme OR energy
action. The GM survey meter actua), recovered without repair after a few
minutes in the fresh air, counting the normal 30-50 CPM background count
in the open air. The radium was deposited within the small charger in a
garage some 150 feet away from the metal room. We aired thc building right
away and hoped that this would remove the high OR charge quickly, to
no avail. Ir still is "active" at this date (May 1951).
The radium itself did not produce any of the effects described above
when it was taken outside int° the garage. Whereas every one of us could
fecl thc heaviness of the air, the oppression, the pulling pains Itere and
there in the body, headaches and nausea right away within the OR energy
building. no such sensations were felt outside in the vicinity of the radium
as dose as one foot. Furthermore, to our great astonishment, ventilation did
not soem to remove thc oppressive air frota the laboratory building. Aftcr
one hour ventilation, it was still impossible to enter the OR energy room,
the radium having been removed long ago. This was neta. Usually fresh
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air would remove any orgonotic overcharge. Howevcr, the high background
count in the hall carne back to nearly normal soon after the removal of the
Ra needle. It sank to 60 cpi.i after half-an-hour's ventilation.
h is essencial to acquaint the reader more fully with the subjective sensations which all of us experienced long after the removal of the radium;
sensations which carne back intensely and typically, and even more intensely
as the days passed, whenever we carne near the orgone energy laboratory,
especially the OR energy roam with no NR mmeruil in it. The OR researcher
is professionally required to be free of blocking of his perceptions. He relies
on his irnpressions and sensory reactions to a great extent as guiding posts
into new territory, and what he thus finds he controls with objectively operating deviccs. Both the subjective and the objective experience are essencial
and must go together. An emoConally blocked or "rlead" researcher would
be completely useless in OR research. He would only endanger himself
and others.
A penetrating salty taste, turning slightly bitter or sour on the outstretched
tongue, was felt by all present everywhere within the building and even outside the building as far as 50 feet. With further experimentation, this unpleasant sensation became more intense and was felt increasingly outside the
building in the fresh air.
All workers who partook in the obscrvations dcveloped more or less severe
conjunctivitis within a few minutes after entry into the hall.
All observers reported independently a severe pressure in the depths of the
check bone in the region of the exit of the II branch of the trigeminus nerve.
Most workers became nauseated, lost appetite later on, felt weak; some to
the extent of loosing control of balance.
A ringlikc pressure around the forehead and back into the occipital region
was felt by many observers almost immediately.
The diaphragmatic segment seemed especially sensitive. Pressure, pain, or
a strong pulling sensation werc felt in the epigastrium.
Some participants became very pale within a few minutes upon entering
the hall. Feelings of cold shivers alternated with hot flashes, as manifestations of severe impairment of the vago-sympathetic equilibrium.
In some cases, the skin became mottled, especially on the palms. This may
suffice until more is reported about the following events.
THF. OR ENERGY ITSELF SEEMED TO }{AVE CISANGED INTO A DANGEROUS, DEADLY

rowER. We carne to call chis effect "DOR" (Deadly ORgone).
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All work in the building had to be stoppcd immediately. Nobody was permitted to entcr it. Those who had certain chores to fulfill such as cleaning,
filling the oil beatas or caring for the mico which were left in the experimental hall, werc ordered to work inside only 2 to 3 minutes at a time, then
to leave the building and to "air out" for at least 10 minutes. Workers who
had shown great sensitivity to the stormy orgone reaction were told to stay
away entirely. Orgonomic Reich blood tests were done with all workers each
weck, except the two maintenancc men who, on special personal grounds,
refused to have their blood examined. One of them was then prohibited from
working in the hall at all, and the other was directed to stay in no longer
than 2-3 minutes at a time. The results of the blood tests will be reported
separately. The•r werc of great theorztical and practicai value and opeued
up new vistas upon the sature of the common functions of "Oranur sickness"
and its relation to leukernia.
We repeated the sarne experiment from January 5-12, daily, for one hour.
On Friday, the 12th of January, we undertook the last experirnent in this
series of daily Oranur experimentation. The Experimental ONE mg. of
radium was put into the 20x OR charger. It remained thcre for only half-anhour. The results of this last experiment were so sevem that they deserve to bc
reported in great detail.
Three experimental observers remained outside the laboratory within about
100 yards. One assistant rushed the experimental piece of radium into the
OR energy room and into the 20x charger. We desisted from measuring with
the GM survey meter this time, in order to avoid unnecessary additional exposurc. A few minutes later, we could clearly see through the large windows
that the atmosphere in the laboratory had become "clouded"; it was moving
visibly, and shincd blue to purplc through the glass. As we walked up and
down some 100 to 250 feet OUTSIDE the laboratory, ali three of us had the same
experience, but no one at first dared to mention it. I felt severe nausea, a
slight sensation of fainting, loss of equilibrium, clouding of consciousness,
and had to make an effort to keep erect on my feet. I saw Dr. S. Tropp, who
was with me, getting very pale. He had not said anything, and 1 had not
told him how I fclt. Then I asked him how he felt, whcther he felt what I
felt. He immediately admitted to feeling very ill and faint, with pressure in
the forehead, nauseated, cramped in the stomach, and weak. Then 1 confirmed his experience by mentioning my own reactions. We had both hesi-
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tated to tell about it since we were so far outside the experimental hall in the
fresh, clear, dry air of a late afternoon in midwinter.
Thereupon, we interrupted the experiment and put the radium away to
half a nade distante from the laboratory, within an uninhabited arca of
280 acres.
It was perfectly clear, from what we had experienced, that the OR energy
field of the laboratory had been grcatly extended and excited to a dangerous
degree far outside Me outer walls. since there is no sharp borderline anysvhere
in OR energy functioning, the reaction seemed not only to persist all the
time, WITHOUT ANY RADIUM IN THE CHARGER; more, it seemed to extend
rapidly. We began to worry about how far this spreading of the Oranur reaction would go and where it would halt. Wc bcgan to feel responsible for
what might happen to the village some four miles away. The closest inhabited
building was at least 11/2 miles away.
Wc also wondered what could happen if we continued with the Oranur
experiment: whether all hope of an anti-nuclear effect of OR had gone;
whether an explosion was possible if a high concentration of OR would act
upon some as-yet-unknown NR material; whether we would recover from
the sickness we were suflering from, and whether it would leave any aftereffects.
Our eyes burned and the conjunctivae were heavily inflamed. We drove up
to the OR observatory some 500 yards away on the hill, took a sharp drink
and began separateiy to write down our physical and emocional experiences.
These notes were signed and deposited with the protocols in the archives.
Common to all of us were: severe belching, nausea, pressure in the nasal bone
structure, in the depth of the eyes, alternating cold and hot flushes, paresthesias, feeling of disequilihrium, wandering pains in the legs, weakness in arms,
especially in the ulnar region, dull headache, tension in the pharynx, severe
headache.
The morning of that same day we had dissected two OR mice, i.e.,
formerly hcalthy mice which had been exposed to the Oranur atmosphere.
They were very ill and about to die. Both mice showed clearcut blceding in
the suhcutaneous tissue, petechiae, an exudate of the fibrinous type at the
pleurae, change in the shape and charge of the RBCs in the direction of
leukemia (to be described in a separate report), and an increase in white
cells. The blood cultures of both mice were T-positive the following day.
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We had apparently found the bridge from Oranur sickness to kukemia, in
the blood picrure as well as in Me T-picture,
My co-workers left after a rest of about two hours. I went to bed early,
tired and worn out and fell asleep immecliately, stiL nauseated.
We had fallen ill with "Oranur sickness."
1 slept some five hours soundly and heavily. At 24h I woke up and felt refreshed. I was struck by what appeared to me as perfect, crystal-clear vision
and a sharp awareness of things around me, as if my OR energy field were
particularly wide and active. My eyes were clear and sparkling; the conjunctivae were still slightly injected.
Things now appeared somewhat rosier. I had gane through a similar but
lesser experience 12 years gu, in January 1939, when for the first time 1 had
encountered the OR radíation from the SAPA bions in my laboratory in
Oslo. Then, too, I first had felt frightened, nauseated, with eyes inflamed;
then, too, I had tried in vain to "protect" myself, had called a physicist in
Amsterdam for help, and had fcared what might happen or develop. Then,
too, after a few days things began to look less dangerous. I felt crystal clear in
my head, I was tanned on my whole body (with clothes on) in the middle of
the northern w•inter, and then, too, I had lost my fear of the danger involved.
I began to learn to rely upon 1110-ENERGY without any protection.
These experiences have been reported at some length in my book, THE
CANCER BIOPATHY. This time, however, all reactions seemed increased a
thousandfold. The OR energy seemed to have ruo amok, possibly even to the
extent of a chainlike reaction ia the atmosphere, far outside the building.
Extreme cantina was imperativa. In 1939, I had worked quite alone. This
time a dozen workers were doing, their jobs at Orgonon, and many more
were standing by in the New York arca.
At one o'clock at night, 1 turned on the radio in my library. There was no
transmission, only a cluttering noise as from a Geiger counter when it reports atmospheric orgone energy action. I thought something had gane
wrong with this particular radio. I turned around the plug in the wall outlet.
The noise remained. I turned on another radio with the same result. A third
radio, result the same. This could not be an innocent coincidente. It occurred
to me that I had transfcrred two micrograms of radio cobalt to the tower
above the roof of the observatory building. This tower rests on a 6" cement
floor. Therefore, it seemed unlikely that the radio cobalt acted through the
cement floor which was some 60 feer away from the third noisy radio. Then
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the reaction became understandable; The tower where the radio cobalt (coatained within a small 10-fold charger) was located, also housed the antenna
structure for the whole building, with wires running from the antenna In the
tower through the wall linings to the several outlets in the lower laboratory
hall. This effect was now explainable in the following manner: 1f it is the
atmospheric OR energy which gets excited by nuclear activity and runs wild„
then countle.3 discharges take place and make a noise like "static," an
approaching thunderstorm, or an operating secondary coil system. 1 planned
to remove the radio cobalt with the containing charger from the observatory
tower the following rnorning, and to deposit it in the garage some 100 feet
away from the north wall. If the noise would stop then, my interpretation
could be considered correct. I was right: the noise stopped the following
morning and ali thrce radias were operating again. This observation required
repetition.
The Oranur effect showed up in the following manner, too. The observatory houses several Geiger counters, one of tilem designated to record the
atmospheric and organismic OR energy action. The latter, the organismic
action, is transmitted through a coil of wire, six inches long and five inches
wicie, which is connected to the grid of the extension amplifier of the GM
apparatus. h can be shut off and on at will hy means of a switch. The organismic OR reaction appears in the forro of a steady sequence of impulses
and light flashes at the neon indicator the moment one touches the coil with
one's hand. Strong bio-energy systems produce a reaction no dry, sunny days
at about one or at rnost two inches distance of the palro from the transmitting
coil. However, this reaction at a distance without touching is very rare, and
occurs only on very dry, sunny days. My palms gíve it only when I feel particularly strong. I went to the GM set-up in arder to test the OR field of my
hands. I svas stunned when the reaction occurred even at a distance of TWO
FEET! I tested again and again. There was no doubt. The field rd my palm
had strctched out measurably by some two feet. 1 was, accordingly. severely
overcharged, or at least in a state of abnormally high bio-energetic activity.
I am reporting these facts as they happened during those exciting days,
without claiming to understand or to explain everything. Many of these facts
were in agreemenr with what I alreacly knew well from former experientes
of some fifteen years of operation with OR energ-y. Others. such as the mass
dying of mice, were not explainable as yet. But there could be no douht whatsoever that the severe reacrions were due to OR and not NR effects, as alrcady
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elaborated before. However, if any slight doubt may have bothered us in this
respect, it was dispelled in a perfect way when the following happened:
The small amount of radio cobalt, 2.26 microcuries, after having causcd the
widespread atmospheric disturbance through the antenna, was deposited in
the small charger in the garage of the observatory 150 feet away.
Three physicians had arrived from New York for a conference at Orgonon.
In order to demonstrate the Oranur effect to them, I asked an assistam to
bring in the small charger wrrriour the radio cobalt sample?(The empty
charger had been on the table no longer than one minute, when all of us
began to feel sick, as if affected with seasickness. We felt nauseated, pressure
in the head and eyes, twitchings in various parts of the body. The charger
was removed right away again, but the effects persisted for about one hour in
spite of ample ventiiation and our taking stiff drinks. The physicians were
quickly convinced of the truth about the first Oranur experiment. I would
suggest that anyone who, on whatever grounds, refuses to accept the well
worked-out and well reasoised orgonomic functions, subject himself to the
atmosphere which emanates from such an empty shooter, or to the atmosphere in the OR room for only twenty minutes, with a small amount of NR
in it. Efficient methods of scientific debate such as the one proposed are fully
justified in the face of the irrational objections to orgonomy. In science, not
opinions, but only experiente decides the issue. The only way to reach a
valid opinion about OR energy is to use an OR accumulator regularly for a
considerable period of time.
1

Specific Biological Reactions
It became increasingly evidenr that the workers who were in contact with
the Oranur effects reacted in a highly specific rnanner. It seemed as if the
high-pitched charge in the atmosphere attacked cach person at his or her
weakest spot.
One worker had suffered from inflammation of the liver several years ago,
and ar times developed hloating of the abdomen. This worker compiained
during the experiment about feelings of being bloated in the abdomen and
pains in the liver.
A second worker had been suffering for many years frorn a hypersensitivity
of the skin. Ir would react to any kind of irritation with erythrodermia. He
developed skin inflanunation during the experimentation, although he had
been free from trouble for many years before that time.
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A third worker was prone to develop obesity and an appearance of "being
blown-up" when in emotional distress. During the experiment, she looked
swollcn all over, obese, and sick, as if suffering from some inner secretory
dysfunction.
A fourth worker used to suffer from sinusitis and Basedow with protruding eycballs at times. During the period of the Oranur experiment, she
suffered severely from exactly these symptoms, to the point of needing bed
rest.
A fifth worker had once suffered from gall bladder trouble. During the
Oranur period, she felt sick in the region of the gall bladder.
A sixth worker had suffered froco slight pains in the upper epigastrium
years ago. He suffered gravely from exactly this same symptorn during
Oranur.
A seventh worker, whom I knew well from orgone therapy, had suffered
from biopathic fatigue. He reacted during Oranur with severe malaise, weakness, and even a corresponding blood picture. He had to be disconnected
from Oranur work completely.
The other workers had reacted only in a general manner, such as malaise,
headaches, and brief spells of weakness.
These symptoms had no relation whatsoever to the small (one mg.) NR
source. They appeared, in the absence of any NR source, to be due to the
presence of an OR system which had heen in touch with even miail amounts
of NR. We know from many years of work with OR, that, in cancer cases,
for instante, OR energy would effect exactly the region or organ which had
become diseased. This is in itself a major bio-energetic puzzle, not easy to
solve.
The importante of these observations is obvious. They opened up the
prospect of possible future therapeutic use of OR: OR could be driven to
high activity by NR in desirable amounts, accoráng to the kind and severity
of the symptoms to he treated. This appeared as a major route to be followed
in further investigations of Oranur. Elaboration of proper dosage seemed the
most crucial task. But little doubt could he maintained about the therapeutic
promises of Oranur, in spite of the severe reactions we ali had suffered. Not
only did all workers return to good health after a few weeks; more, they felt
particularly well, strong and active. after Oranur was disrupted. We all had
the distinct impression that those who had participated at dose range in the
experiment, had developed a certain immunity, as it were, to the Oranur
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effects. They no longer reacted as severely when one milligrarn of radium
was brought into the highly charged atmosphere for measurement at thc
GM counter. They were now ablc to stop thc malaise by "airing" in the open
frcsh air. The reactiuns were lcss severe and did not persist as they had done
in the beginning.
During the first two weeks after January 5, 1951, shocklike reactions,
swinging back and forth from paleness to "hot shivers" were common to
most of us, while later on we all developecl splendid color in our faces; people
who usually were inclined to paleness, became pink or tanned; eyes inclined
to dullness became lustrous and shining. I, personally, who had gone through
a similar bio-energehc storm in 1939 when the SAPA bion radiation was
discovered, and was more familiar with details of behavior and appearance,
felt very vigorous; I needed little sleep, worked much and without effort,
better than usual, and I felt a peculiar pleasantness in moving my limbs.
Also, I began to develop the ability to work with NR in a highly charged
OR atmosphere without any appreciably uncomfortable reactions at all,
whereas only two weeks before, the same small amount of NR in a highly
charged OR atmosphere was capable of rendering me helpless and disturbed
me deeply.
Therefore, the ides of rximurazaTioN to NR effects, as it were, was no
longer strange and no longer contradicted so sharply what we had actually
gone through. It appeared that our biosystems had not only adjusted themselves to the high-pitched OR reactions, hut even that we could tolerate much
more and far better than wc could have otherwise.
The great difference between our bio-energetic state in the beginning of
the experiment and three weeks later was clearly shown by way of contrast,
when some physicians newly arrived from New York, reacted to the presence
of a tiny amount (microgram) of NR in a highly charged OR atmosphere,
with severe malaise, and even, in one case, with Ioss cif balance. We, on the
other hand, who had become adjusted to Oranur, worked easily and efficiently
while the two newcomers nearly fainted. These physicians understood instantly what we were talking about. They suggestcd subjecting everyone
who, in a habitual manner, doubted the facts of orgonomy to exactly the same
experience. We all agreed that this should be done, if possible.
Overirradiation experiments with mice are being conducted and will bc
continued until clarity has been obtained as to the possible immunization
effects and the dangers involved.

r
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On the basis of what has ¡ust been stated, I propose that the following
possibility be carefully considered:
Should further experimentation corroborate my observation of what I
called "immunization" by Oranur against NR radiation effect, we would
have obtaineel a most powcrful weapon against radiation sickness. Thought
through to its last consequente, it would perhaps be possibly to immunize
the whole population against NR effects in the following manncr. In single,
careful steps, the Oranur immunization could be built up by letting pe.ople
use OR accumulators which had been excited to higher energy leveis by small
amounts, in micrograms only, of some kind of NR—radium, uranium,
radioisotopes, pitchblende, etc.
Through carefully measured progression from low to high Oranur charges,
a much higher levei of bio-energy functioning could be achieved, and an
atomic energy blast would possibly not have the widespread damaging effects
upon populations at some distance from the blast as it now threatens to have.
This was at that time, of course, only a proposition based on a few observations, which may well have turned out to be unworkablc. We were not
aware of the deadly quality in Oranur, the now so-called DOR effect, which
seems, from what we have learned from our experimental mice, to act in
the direction of blood disintegration through dehydration, deformation of
RBCs and inner suffocation.
Neariy everything still remains to be investigated and established on a
broad and safe basis. This report only points to certain directions; it does not
claim final results. Even the slightest hope in a positive direction should not
go unmentioned. It may well harbor some answers to the menace of atomic
warfare. And as long as we are willing and ready to control our actions and
opinions sharply, no harm can come of it.
At this point, the following sumrnary conclusions can be made with surety:
1. NR radiation excites OR energy into high-pitched activity. This is in
agreement with the previous experience of many years—that ali electromagnetic energy is different from and antagonistic to OR energy.
2. The bio-energetic (orgonotic) systems of the workers who had come
into dose contact with thc arca of experimentation were severcly affected by
the high-pitched orgonotic excitation in the atmosphere.
3. Overirradiation with Oranur can cause severe sickness of the autonomic
nervous system and the blood system, to the extcnt of death.
4. The irritation of OR by NR, even in minimal amounts, seems exorbitant.
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OR runs wild, as it were. The NR effect on OR has in its subjective aspects
the taint of death. The organisrnic OR rebels against NR, as if it torre NR
itself, i.e., deadly. The otherwise benign OR splits off a deadly hranch
(DOR), as it were, similar to the development of a lightning from thc orgonotic brightness of a sunny day.
5. Since it is the atmospheric Oranur and not NR which causes the sickncss, there is no possibility of protecting oneself, for OR as tvell as Oranur
penetrates everything and cannot be shielded o§ by any amount of lead
bricks, aprons or masks.
6. The deadly OR effects (DOR) act in a direction observable in leukemia:
destruction of the RBC-producing systems, bone, marrow, etc.
7. The Oranur project as a whcle appearcd docraed if no other than g
deadly change of OR is containcd in the NR
OR reaction. However, there
are other possibilities of great importance entailed in NR
OR:
a. The health qualities of Oranur wiil lx obtainable only by careful dosage.
If someone had discovercd water for the first time in his lifc whilc exposed
to deathly thirst in a descrt, and had immediately poured galions of water
into his stomach, he certainly would have died from the otherwise life-saving
element. OR from now on could be stimulated to any desirable amount of
beneficiai Oranur activity simply by a careful regulation of the dose of NR
put into the hcalth-giving OR accumulator for a period of time sufllcient to
stimulate the OR into Oranur reaction.
b. There must lx a dividing line separating the beneficiai from the harmful
state of excitation in OR energy for each organism.
8. The theoretical assurnption that in the atomic explosion the atmospheric
OR plays some important role, could not lx entirely discarded. The atomic
"pile," constructed as it is of metallic (plutonium) and nonmetallic (graphite)
material, most likely constitutes a special type of OR accumulation. The chain
reaction could thus be due, in some part at least, to OR action, induced by
URANJUM influence. These are questions of theory for further practical experimentation, no more than guesses of some probability.
9. Upon thorough clarification of ali functions observecl so far, it became
clear that the death quality in OR which had revealed itself so drastically and
had stunned the research staff of The Wilhelm Reich Foundation, feil in
line with severa! bio-energctic phenomena, well-known for a long time:
a. The health-positive PA bions become excited and luminate strongly
when they are brought into contact with the deadly T-bacilli. PA bions are
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able to kill T-bacilli, but in this process some of the PA bions themselves lose
their healing qualities and degenerate into harmful T-bodies.
b. Highly charged RBCs are capable of attacking cancer tissur, of immobilizing cancer cells and causing their T-disintegration. However, in this
process, rhe healthy RBCs themselves lose their bio-cnergy charge and disintegrate into T-bodies.
c. It is a well-known and common thing that a healthy, upright, honest
man while fighting evil and death, may himself change and develop the
qualities of exactly the same evil that he is fighting with all his vigor. It is
equally well known that love easily, through fruszration, turns into bater
hatred, its exact opposite.
There is a deeply moving quality in these functional identities of such farapart and various rcalms of nature. One cannot withstand the impact of this
basic unity which pervades all being as one single law: Love, while fighting
bate, degenerates into hate, as PA bions fighting T-bacilli, themselves degenerate into T-bodies, and as life-giving atmospheric orgone energy turns
into the killer, lightning; thus, also, OR changes into DOR while fighting NR.
The creative possibilities in these antithetical functions are endless. They
deserve full devotion on the part of man in learning the appropriate means
of using the good against the evil without turning good into evil itself. Thus,
also, the moral, social implications of the first Oranur experiment are important enough to have warranted the great risk taken in the performance of
the experiment.
Atmospheric Oranur Chain Reaction
The need to prepare for elaborate routine health measures in handling
liquid radioisotopes had become obsolete. There were no means for protection
against an atmospheric energy running amok under the irritation exerted by
nuclear energy. We had already sent an application to Oak Ridge for admission of one physician to a course on safety measures against NR radiation.
was withdrawn and a second application, ready to be clispatched, was
withhcld, too.
At the time of these evcnts, I had no knowledge of the atomic explosions
in Nevada which were to be carried out sorne time later. Neither could 1
possibly have predicted an increase in the background count in the eastern
USA and in Canada. Such a thought could not even have occurred to me in
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connection with our Oranur experimentation. But I was stunned when on
February 3, three weeks later, the New York Times reported an unusually
high background count found from Rochester, New York, to Canada
during Me last week of January. Several workers at Orgonon who had partigipated in the Oranur experiment had the same idea independently: DID
OUR ORANUR EXPERIMENT CAUSE THE H1GH COUNT IN THE EASTERN USA?

In arder to approach an answer to chis question, scveral points need
clarification:
1. The background count at Orgonon had 'neer' high: twice to three times
the normal of between 20-30 CPM, i.e., 60-90 CPM all through the Oranur experiment. It returned to the normal 20-30 CPM only after the dismantling of
all arrangements for OR energy concentration in ali research builclings. h
returned on a high scale (50-70 crM) imrnediately if only a srnall one-cubicfoot shooter was reassembled, without Me presence o/ any NR source. It
dropped again when the arrangement was removed. Funher, some OR
accumulators that had merely been near an OR accumulator which had been
in use with Oranur, developed highly radiating Oranur effects.
2. Some physicists at the AEC had suggested that the high counts in the
East were due to atomic energy blasts which had taken place in Nevada between January 27 and February 3, 1951. However natural such an explanation
scemcd to be, we had serious doubts. We had felt responsible for possible
chain reactions in the atmospheric energy around Orgonon long before the
atomic blasts occurred. We had also, upon realization of the severiry and
extent of the Oranur reaction far outide the laboratory building, worried
about what might happen to the viliage four miles away.
The arca in which the unusually high count had been reported, formed a
circle of from 300 to 600 urdes around Orgonon as an approximate center.
Whether the radioactivity had reached far out into the Atlantic ocean, nobody
can telt. But it had reached, according to our assumption, some 600 miles
southwest and farther into eastern Canada. The increase in background count
had been reported on February 3, 1951, i.e., three weeks after the strongest
Oranur reaction had occurred. If we assume that the Oranur effects had
traveled 600 to 700 miles to the west in 21 days, against the general west-east
direction of the OR energy envelope. rhe speed had been some 30 to 35 miles
per day, ar Jlightly less than 11/4 miles per hour. This seerned entirely within
the limits of actual possibilities.
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On the other hand, if we assumed that the higher background count in the
eastern USA was not due to Oranur but was causcd by thc atomic explosions
in Nevada, the following inconsistencies were at hand:
a. The first atomic explosions had occurred one week before the high
count was reported in the East. However, thc 'atter had already been observed
for several days bafore February 3, 1951, i.e., two to three days after the first
explosion.
b. The increased radioactivity in the atmosphere at Rochester, New York,
was found in snow that had fallen; it was found there only after thc snow
had been melted. Thus radioactivity had supposedly traveled thc 2300
mitos (I!) from the Los Vegas arca in Nevada to the East in only two or three
days, or with a speed of about 1200 miles per day, 50 miles per hour, i.c.,
with the speed of a whirling hurricane, on clear, windless days, i.e., faster
than an average hurricane which progresses forward at a rate of only 10-12
miles per hour. According to our weather charts, the last week in January
had been mostly sunny and calm, with no major storms. Obscure as all three
things may be, and open to doubt as our guesses surely are, no stone must be
left unturned to determine whether the high radioactivity in the atmosphere
in the eastern USA during the week of January 26 was due to the atomic
blast in Nevada or to the Oranur experiment in Maine, that began on
December 28, 1950.
c. The increase of atmospheric radioactivity had been noticed only in Me
East. From Rochester, New York, to Los Vegas, Nevada, with the exception
of the immediate vicinity of the latter, nothing unusual had been noticed.
Is it possible that the radioactive "cloud" traveled with the speed of a major
storm over 2300 miles, leaving no trace until it reached the eastern border
states, only then manifesring itself in high counts? I believe sa.:h an interpretation is far less acceptable than the other one—that Oranur was responsible for the increased atmospheric activity.
d. All reports so far accessible on atomic explosions stress the fact that the
high radioactivity lasts only a few seconds, that it reaches only a few miles
beyond point zero; and I have heard of no effect as far as 2300 miles, with
an untouched arca of some 1700 miles betwcen Me blast and the location of
inereased radioactivity. On the other hand, some reports frorn Bikini have
it that living organisms remained highly radioactive for years after the explosion in Bikini.
e. Last but not least, a basic consideration which is to be taken into account,
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and which we should gct used to slowly but surely, is, again: The scopc of
OR energy in intensity as well as extensity, is to Me scope of atomic energy
in une or even ten pounds of fissionable material, as is infinity to a grain of
sand. One will most likely miss chis crucial bird's-eye view if one does not
detach oneself from the atomic and electronic hypothesis of the constitution
of the universe, at least long enough to compare OR with NR.
Events Since February 6, 1951, at Orgonon

On February 6, 1951, a careful check had been carried through in severa!
widely separated placcs at and around Orgonon. It was found that the observatory building was highly active, with from 80 to 120 CPM or 2 x 10' MR/H
in the experimental hall. No NR material was present in the hAl. The tiny
amount of NR material which had arrived and had been measured on
February 3 at 13h, had been removed several hundred yards away frorn any
building and habitation. Severa! orgonomic blood tests carried through that
same day, showed a high dcgree of overirradiation in mysclf, in a physician
who had taken care of thc experimental mice, and in another physician who
had ceased working at Orgonon due to Oranur sickness two weeks before.
The only NR material that had remained within the confines of thc observatory, was a well-shielded scintilloscope for the observation of alpha particles
containing an amount of radium of a fraction of a microgram. It was situated
in a one-cubic-foot OR charger lined with 26 gauge metal. No other NR
material was placed at that time in any OR charger, nor was any such
material closer than 200 feet frorn any OR charger. The two milligrams of
radium, within lead shielding, were
placed half-a-rnile away from any
building; the experimental milligram of radium was taken out of the 10-fold
small charger. The scintilloscope was removed from the hall to an unuscd
porch on the second fioor OUTSIDE THE TWO-FOOT ROCK AND CEMENT WALLS
OF THE OBSERVATORY.

The results of the checkup of background count on February 6 v.rere as
follows:
The newly built OR charger, inside
The newly built OR charger, outsidc
The 20x OR accumulator within the charger

30 to 40 CPM
30 to 50 CPM
100 down to 30 to 40
(initial discharge)

CPM
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The metal-lined box containing the 2 rnicrogr.
CO-60 + the scintillation test material
50 to 60 cem
Dr. S. Tropp's home in Rangeley, 4 mi. away 25 to 35 em
The Orgone lnstitute Press office, Rangeley
35 to 40 CPM
The Country Club road some 2 miles away
30 to 50 CPM
The new road leading to the radium
30 to 50 CPM
The charger containing the shielded radium,
dose by
20,000 crxt
The charger containing the shielded radium,
100 cm. dist.
1500 to 2000 cpm
The charger containing the shielded radium,
300 cm. dist.
200 to 300 CPM
Student laboratory, outside
40 CPM
Student laboratory, inside (still unusable, May,
1951)
40 ePAI
The inside of the OR room
30 to 50 CPM
All Oranur experimentation was intentionally stopped for a period of
several weeks in order w carry through ali the necessary blood tests. The
workers were again ordered to stop working in the students' laboratory where
the inicial Oranur experimentation had been done, beginning January 5.
We were waiting for the clearing of the laboratory. Some work was transferred to the hall of the observatory.
To stop the experiment completely was definitely out of the question. To
continue, considering the severe bio-energetic reactions on the part of the
workers, was equally impossible. Thus, we found ourselves in a difficult
dilemma.
To put the two micrograms of CO-60 finto a newly built, remote OR
charger, was most tempting. Consideration of the possible effect on the
atmosphere held us back. With no atomic blasts in the offing, such an experiment would definitely and irrevocably have decided the question as to
whether or not the high counts in the Eastern USA and in Canada had been
caused by the blast in Nevada 2300 miles away.
During the afternoon of the sixth of February, 1951, the CPM in the observatory hall carne down to 30 to 40 again and continued to be low.
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Oranur Results in Mice
Shortly before we had started the Oranur experiment, we had begun to
investigate leukemia. At the same time, ditlerent types of experimental mice
were kept for various purposes. When the Oranur experiment began, those
mice which were not to be exposed to Oranur were transferred to a small
wooden cabin 100 feet away from the main building. The mice which were
treated by OR were transferred to the bathroom within the same building.
The bathroom is separated from the main hall by a wall of cement sheets on
one side and by an empty open hall on the other side. The two remaining
lides are toward the free open space.
We had prepared for the Oranur experiment propor a st, of forty healthy
mice freshly ordered from the breeder. Ali of them were treated with OR
several weeks before the NR experiment started, in accordance with our
original plan to test the efficacy of NR- on OR-treated mire. Ali of these carefully laid plans were completely overthrown by the actual events. We did not
inject any fluid radioactive isotopes. In its place, we exposed a first test group
of four mice to a naked radium needle three times for half-an-hour each.
Two of these mice had been treated with OR beforehand, and Il four of
them were treated with OR aftcr NR exposure.
As it turned out, however, ali these minute, elaborate details lost their
significance with the tremendous impact of the Oranur experiment. It did
not matter at ali whether we had or had not treated mice prophylactically;
neither did it matter whether or not we treated them afterwards with pure
OR for half-an-hour or an hour. We soon had to realize that our former
hahits of careful timing of OR irradiation in terms of minutes had become
meaningless, just as the elaborate health protection devices used in the
atomic energy project had becorne meaningless. Our previous arrangements
were to the Oranur action effects as would be the fiddling around with a
small spark-producing induction coil to a iightning in the sky during a
hurricane. The discrepancies between what we had been used to and what
we now went through, were quite awesome. Nobody present during the
Oranur experiment but had experienced deep fear.
We also had been running some parailel series of canccr experitnents with
mice and some test groups for various bion and Experiment XX products.
To make it brief, ali these clinicai and experimental differences were wiped
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cleanly off the rabie, and ir made no difference whatsoever as to what group
the special mouse had belonged. The Oranur etlects were everywhere the
same, and the mice all showed the same symptoms upon dcath.
Neither did it make any great difference whether the different groups had
been kept within the bathroom of the laboratory or within the cabin 100
fect outside. Oranur had penetrated many hundreds of yards far outside the
laboratory building. However, it was quite olear from the appearance of
the coice, that those which had been kept continuously in the experimental
hall during the Oranur work had suffered most. The common symptoms
of Oranur sickness were:
Immohilization to various degrees; rough fur; cold perspiration; total
body contraction; cyanotic tails, noses, lips, ear lobes; tremendous scratching
and restlessness before the onset of immobilization; severe thirst, which corresponded to the findings in the biopsies—dry tissues and dehydrated blood.
It seemed significant that coice offspring died faster and sooner than the
adult mice. It also seemed important that originally bio-energetically weakened organisms, likc the offspring of cancer mice, died at a faster rate than
healthy mice. But on the whole, ali the mice in the vicinity had suffered
gravely. In some, pure OR treatment seemed to help. Also, in some human
bcings, OR energy application seemed to alleviate the distressing symptoms.
On the other hand, most of the workers who had participated fully in
Oranur work, passed through a period of disliking to use the OR accumulator.
It was striking that this intolerante extended even te such small accumulating devices as a simple metal-lined box or an 8-inch-square accumulator
used to measure temperature differences.
Sunday, Fcbruary 11, 1951
One assistant, who took care of the experimental mice that day, carne up
in the morning from the lower laboratory with some thirty mice which had
died within the last twelve hours, i.e., since the last observation the day
before. Among them were mice which had remained in the experimental
hall all through the Oranur experiment, some leukemia mice which had
been in the bathroom during that same period, many offspring of cancer
mice which had beto treated with OR, and severa! healthy mice which had
been removed to the small wooden mouse cabin some 100 feet away from
the students' laboratory.
This mass death gave all of us a terrible shock. These mice had doubtless
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died en coasse in consequente of the Oranur experiment. We did not understand why so many had died that same day.
The autopsy of these mice (we worked all through that Sunday), revealed
one single pathological picture, no matter whether the respectivo group of
coice belonge.; to the leukemia, the Oranur ar the Ca group. These symptoms,
common to all of the mico, were the following:
1. Pneumonia in the hemorrhagic or organiz,ational stage.
2. A severe fibrinous exudate covering the pleura] caviry in every single
mouse fully, and in some mice extending over the abdomen toward the
peleis. The pelvic subcutis and the genital, as well as the perineum, were
affected in ali mice. This type of exudate was well known to us from many
previous autopsies of micr who had died from strong T-bacilli injections.
3. Postmortal, greenish T-discoloration of the subcutis.
4. Severely distended veins (V. porta and V. cava), including carotid
veio. Severely distended auricles, blackish blood in the veins.
5.Purple discoloration of the genital organs, with severe distention of
seminal vesicle or ovarian cubes.
6. Grayish or cyanotic, hardened, somewhat screwshaped tails in all mice.
7. Cyanotic ear lobes, toes and lips.
8. In the blood picture of all dead or freshly-killed mice, no matter of what
origin, were deformed RBCs of the same shape as those found in leukemia
mice during our work on leukemia in early December. In some mice, but
not in all, a high incidente of white cells.
9. T-cultures, positive.
10. In some Oranur mice, a highly enlarged spleen, up to four times its
normal size.
11. A striking dryness of the peritoneum, and an apparent deficiency of
fluid in the blood system. (We all had suffered gravely from sore and dry
throats during the Oranur experiment.)
I omit here other, atypical findings. It was necessary to restrict chis report
to the most general characterization. Detailed elaboration over a long period
of time will prove crucial. However, how should we continue with these
essencial research efforts if the workers themselves would be endangered by
the very conditions necessary for the job?
Survey on Mire Afiectcd by Oranur—March 26, 1951
1, Forty healthy mice ordered in December 1950, scheduled for injection with
Isotope P-32, were treated dai!), beforehand with (preventiva) OR irradiation until

•
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January 5, 1951. These mice were kept within the experimental hal'. Fourteen
of these 40 mice died during the experiment; 26 mice were still alive bui gravely
ill with Oranur sickness at this date.
11. Total cif experimental mice present at beginning of thc Oranur experiment:
G1•11111I expetimem fluiu
died UU1 4lg
2516. Fifty-szrzt. cif zl-s‘se •2.1iG
Oranur sickness. Twelve in severe distress were killed for the purpose of fresh
autopsy material. The rernaining 217 mice have been grave!), affected by Oranur
sickness; ali are ill to various degrees.
111. Offspring of cante( mice were especially affected by Oranur. Of 23 mice
in this group. none had seemed to be affected during the first few days; however,
thereafter ali 23 mice died spontaneously with the symptoms of Oranur sickness.
IV. However, of 40 mice treated by Dr. S. Tropp with abundar:: overirradiation two ta three months before Me Oranur experiment, none died during or after
Me experiment until this date (May 1951). We had Me impression that chronic
overirradiation with OR energy in bearable amounts induced the organism to
adjust to Me higher energy levei and thus, possibly, ,nade survival posstble.

V. Of 42 leukernia mice which had beer treated with OR energy, 16 died
spontaneousiy and two were killed for autopsy shortly bafore dcatli. The remaining 26 mice are ill with Oranur sickness. Of 34 untreated leukemia control mice,
.30 were alive hut
Why had dozens cif mice died, ali with the same symptoms, on that black
Sunday? We worked ali day long at the autopsy table and at the microscope
to find out. Let us sumrnarize the pertinent chsei /anuns which might
provide an answer:
1. All the dead mice had belonged to experimental groups which had in
common a weak hio-energy levei. Conciusion: LOW RIO-ENERGY ENHANCES
ORANUR DEATH.

2. High leveis of Life Energy provide enough supplementary OR energy
to step in when NR has depleted the available resources in the organism:
PROPHYLACTIC HIGH CHARGING OF ORGANISMS WIIL LESSEN THE EFFECTS OF ORANUR
MUCH MORE EFFICIENTLY THAN APPLICATION after radiation Illness strikes.

3. On February 11, there had been a very niurky, foggy, though not humid
(40-50% relative hurnidity) night and day. This had apparently lowered
and thus weakenecl the atmospheric OR energy. There was, accordingly,
less fresh OR supply from the air; the animais had to draw energy from
(heir own tissue charges, and this, again, enhanced the mass death. Similarly
in the common cold, bad weather will lower the atmospheric OR tension
and thus, indirectly, weaken the bio-energy suppiy of living organisms.
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4. Evasive human nature does away with important matters glibly. Why
not simply explain the mass death of mice by pneumonia acquired during
bad weather in a woodcn cabin in sub-zero weather? I myself had thought
of this. However, the facts did not perrnit of such an easv escave from a
severe responsibility: Mice had died during the Oranur experiment, before
and after the 13th of February, during sunny, warm weather. Formerly, the
mice had been in that woodcn cabin, heated to 60-70 degrees F. though it
was 25 degrces below zero outside, without dying. Upon special investigation,
it was established that the caretaker had taken good cate of the stove that
cold night. And, finally, the symptoms we found in the dead mice went far
beyond a simple pneumonia. Pneumonia was among the final causes of death
only ;n some mice, not in ali. Resides, we ali had been sick with Oranur
symptoms to a certain degree on and off in the bcst of weather. Accurdingly,
there was no escape from the conclusion that weakened organisms had
succumbed to an additional strain.
With the knowledge and demonstration of a concrete, measurable, usable
life energy in thc living organism and in the atmosphere, such superficial
and evasivo statements as that this or that one has died from "air germs" or
"virus X," never seen, nevem dernonstrated, nevem practically handled, are no
longer acceptable. There is something in the living organism that is acted
upon by "air germs" and by "virus X"; this "something" reacts to noxious
influentes. There are such things as higher production of white Hood cells
(wherefrom? the air?), congestion toward the diseased region (witAT
moves? ions? salts? chemicais?), shifting heat, concentration here, thinning
there (wHAT rs ORGANISMIC HEAT?), convulsions, fascicular fibrillations, and
(personally ohserved in the experiment) fibrillations in the peritoneum even
afrer the heart had stopped beating. The "something," which congests toward
a diseased pari of the body, which creates heat and keeps its levei constantly
higher than the ternperature of the environment, which shifts within the
organism from place to place irrespective of any nervos and membranous
boundaries, which twitches and convulsas as in the orgasm, is the organismic
orgone energy, the LIFE ENERGY. The factual interreiations have become too
numerous and too clear to be overlooked much longer. Without the knowledge of this concrete life energy, not a single feature in the course of the
Oranur processes is understandable. With it, on the other hand, we can
follow the events intelligently and proficiently.
We were at times astonished at being witness to the logic with which old
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observations, disconnected functions, and even tentative assumptions fell into
line and made most minute functions understandable. Thus it was when
overirradiated RBCs at first appeared gleaming bright and after a few minutes
became bluer; they had returned, in the process of loss of energy, to the
levei ai energy, a fact which needs must remam incomprehensible to any other than the orgonomic approach. Or, the other fact, that
with a stronger degree of deterioration, the RBCs would form into shapes
which were exactly like those found in leukemia mice weeks before the
Oranur work began. This at erice linked up comprehensibly radiation sickness and leukemia. lt also made comprehensihle why and how leukemia,
rather than the slower process of cancerous shrinking, is so prevalent in
infancy and puberty: LEUKEMIA, TOO, SEEMED TO BE ROOTED IN AN OVERCHARGE
OF THE RED CELL SYSTEM. All this remained to be elaborated in detail on a rich
basis of observations and experiments, yet to be harvested.
A vast vista opened up on the realm of trapesition to disease. Bui, in rhe
midst of it all, there was ample reason to worry. After the remova! of ali NR
material from the observatory, only a scintilloscope for the observation of
alpha particles had remained, a negligible amount which in its shielding,
can safely be carried around in one's pocket. But even this tiny amount was
sufficient to cause a DOR reaction in the total building, to such an extent
that my wife and my son, 7 years old, developed severo symptoms of blood
disintegration and had to be evacuated. The blood symptomatology deserves
to be dealt with extensively and in a separate context. Here, it should only
be emphasized that every single blood picture which showed enough deterioration to cause serious worry, had some features in common with blood
leukemia. For years, we had been used to secing one to three white cens in
one field of blood in saline solution at a magnification of 3 to 400. In these
pictures of deterioration, we saw more—four to eight white cells in one field.
In leukemia we had observed a delicate granulated structure within the
RBCs in the dark field. Now, we multi ser in some RBCs the same granulation which, to our view, means T-degeneration, in other words, putrid decay.
Some of the positive blood cultures confirmed this point of view, as they
always do in advanced cancer biopathies.
In most leukemia mice we had observed as signs of orgonotic overirradiation, that red centers in the RBCs (instead of bright blue centers) developed
long before the development of full-blown leukemia with glandular in-
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volvement. This condition was now clearly observable in the blood of all
workers who had participated in the Oranur experiment.
Heaith Measures and Evacuation of Diseased Workers

At the peak of the Oranur effects, it seemed impossible to achieve anything
useful for the protection of the personnel against the raging fury of the
uncontrollable Oranur effects. Most aí the workers used to leave Orgonon
around five o'clock in the afternoon and did not return until the morning of
the following day. They had some sixteen hours respire from the continuous
effects of Oranur. Others, among them myself, my family and the caretaker
who lives at Orgonon, had no chance of getting such periodic relief and
intermittent recovery. Ir turned out that originally strong organisms did not
reaa severely, whereas orgarzisms which had somehow been weakened BEFORE
Oranur had started, developed strong reactions even if they lived away from
Orgonon. I myself never felt the need for bed rest, though I was often tired.
But my boy had fallen seriously ill after he had developed a common cold
due to wetting his feet white playing in the snow. In spite of the fact that I
had evacuated all NR material which functioned as an irritant trigger for the
Oranur reaction, the pressure in the air at the observatory continued to be
high and oppressive if the windows were kept closed for as bule as fifteen
or thirty minutes, with the background CPM climbing to 60-70. And to keep
the windows open continuously in near-zero temperature was difiScult.
Complications arose when the child began to develop siight weakness in
the legs, shooting paias, and an inclination to immobility even in respiration.
Such symptorns were usually easily removed by use of the OR blankets which
we had built in the process of preparing for an Oranur field service. But,
now these same OR blankets also acted as sources of Oranur action. This
we had overlooked during the first few days. The child became more Al. He
was pale, at times to the point of livid discoloration; his palms were wet with
cold perspiration, a sure sign of sympatheticotonic contraction; he felt
malaise continuously, was uncomfortable, and there seemed to be nothing we
could do about it. Since prolonged airing of the building did not remove the
effects, we could not hope to cope with the situation with airing alone. He
was transferreri imo another part of the house where the DOR effects seemed
lcss strong; it helped some, but not enough. The blood test showed severe
overirradiation of the RBCs, an increase in the numbcr of white cells, and, to
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our distress, a fesv signs of leukemic deterioration in thc blood corpuscles.
Dr. Simeon J. Tropp, who lives in Rangeley, urged us to evacuate the child
to his honre. I had heitated to suggest such a measure, since I was not sure
at ali whether an organísm ante affected with Oranur would not affcct other
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su-ong radiation themselves, and had a very bad odor. Also, my own palms
had increased their bio-energetic activity manifoldly. Finally, 1 consented.
The child recovered slightly after a few hours at Dr. Tropp's honre, but the
following day he still suffcred from spells of weakness.
Also, the child's mother, Ilse 011enclortT, had developed severe Oranur
sickness as evidenced by a highly suspicious blood picture. She, too, was pale
and slightly livid in her face. She was evacuated from Orgonon the following
day and began to recover soon thereafter. At th;s time, ali other persons werc
ordered to stay away from Orgonon.
But ali this was an unsatisfacrory solution of our problem. The technical
assistant who had stopped working already during the second week of
Oranur, was still suffering from Oranur sickness, though he did not come to
Orgonon any longer. The OR sickness lingered on for weeks, however. At
irregular intervals, he would slump into weakness and come out of it again,
slowly. His blood picture improved unequivocally. The red centers disappeared from the RBCs; the type of disintegration switchcd more and more
toward the normal bionous picture; he was no longer pale but bccame tanned.
He was not readmitted to the Oranur work for reasons of health. We could
not take any risks with other people's lives as long as we did not know the
ultimate outcome of the Oranur sickness.
All through this period, we felt, on the basis of our constant, steady contact
with Oranur as well as with the workers in ir, that something very crucial
with respect to a future weapon of hcalth had happened; we waited patiently
for furthcr developments. One incident a few days lazer shocked us into
keen awareness of the ferocity of the force we were dealing with.
A Close Cal! for One Physician
We slowly began to understand the specific reactions of the various workers
to the Oranur effects, and we learned better how to read the signs as the days
passed by. However, this knowledge was not rooted well enough to have
enahled us to judge the danger to one special physician in advance. This
physician had suffered since her puberty, due to a severe emotional upheaval
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she bad gone through, from a bradycardia of around 50 pulse rate. After she
had gone through psychiatric orgone treatment two years previously, the
bradycardia had improved to around a pulse rate of 70 per minute. She also
had suffered for many years from an inability to cry fully. "Swallowing" the
elanitiori Vf ei Yii18 waa ULIC ui licr major biopathic symptoms. i had been wcü
aware of the possiblc connection between this emotional block and the
bradycardia:
"Swallowing of crying" actually is carried through by swallowing in the
esophagus; a pressure is exerted upon the organs of the chest and the diaphragm by a constant "pulling in" of thc lower organs of the mouth and
throat. Since the vagus nerve, acting as a "depressor" nerve on the heart,
runs downward from the base of the brain, through the medulla oblongata
and along
esophagus and d.e tiv.hea, the constam pressure exerted upon
these organs most likely affected the vagus depressor nerve indirectly, and
thus had caused the chronic bradycardia. Accordingly, this physician had
suffered off and on from spells of weakness (of the vagotonic type), and
during her orgone therapy had on two or three occasions actually felt as if
she "would stop moving entirely." This was known to me as well as to another medica] orgonomist who had handled her case. But, somehow, in the
rush of the Oranur work, and due to the amazing incredibility of what went
on, the specific Oranur effect did not, in our minds, connect up with this
physician's specitic biopathic structure, and we let her, a most eager physician
and research worker, go on attending the coice, working in the bacteriological department, etc. She had not shown any severe reactions up to the day
when she collapsed and, nearly passed away completely. This happened in
the following manner :
On February 19, 1951, ar around 11h, while I was working in my library,
this physician carne into the roam slightly wavering and very pale, with a
livid discoloration around her mouth and chin. She was visibly in shock,
frightened and in severe distress. She told me that she had just cleaned out
one metal-lined cabinet in the laboratory. In order to get things out, she had
to reach deeply into the cabinet with her arms. She "smelled" something like
Oranur, and in order to make sure, had put her head into the cabinet. Thereupon it had "hit her like a wall." She was losing her balance and was brought
up to the observatory by car by another physician.
I took her out onto an open porch to get fresh air. She paled more and
more, and thcn began to complain of cessation of vision and hearing. I could
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soe, at the same time, the change in her eyes. Her pulse was bardy palpable,
she continued to grow palor, the pulse rate was about 46 per minute. We
put her to bed and began applying stimulants. The heartbeat slowed and
weakened further, to a most dangerous degree. Her paleness did not seem to
zt
but after
" •Çs lxgati to alternam with hot
flushes. She was encouraged to keep talking ali the time. At times, after a
vcry strong expansion, visible in the reddening of her cheeks, a more severe
contraction would sct in; severa! times with cyanotic lips and lividity in
cheeks and both arms. 1 kept stimulating her with cognac, strong coffee.
talking to her and joking with her. Several times her eyes lost contact and
seemed to "break." At chis moment. a strong stimulus or repeated request to
look at me would prevent the cessation of functioning. For the period of
one whole hour. it was difficult to find her pulse. We kept attending her, and
had to shout at her on severa! occasions to keep her brearhing going. One
could clearly see when she threatened to give up, and when she expanded
again. Her arms and hands were limp and cold, as were her feet. Tactile
sensations were nil or numh. A warm water bottle was put on her solaris
region. 1 did not dare to apply OR energy, as 1 would surely have done
otherwise. Also, ali OR devices werc out of the building. For two hours, we
kept rubhing her cheeks, neck, heart region and arms with ice-cold towels.
This seemed to help a great deal.
On one special instant, she seemed to fail to speak .There was no doubt
about the involvement of the medulla oblortgata and the thalamic region.
The alteration between severo slowing-down and expansion of the life apparatus continued, with the latter slowly gaining the upperhand.
Finally, after some two hours, she began to recover. She regained her
balance of autonomic functioning. She dictated the following protocol herself
soon thertafter:
February 19, 1951; 12:30 P.M.
, M.D.
Protocol on
I was perfecdy ali right on the morning of February 19, 1951.1 spcnt twenty
minutes inside the students' laboratory,, aware of stuffiness there due to the
many accumulators around, and I opencd all the doors and windows. Then I
looked for other sources of DOR or accurnulators that had not been disassemMed, and I found a one-fold, old accumulator ia the bali portion of the laboratory in which glassware had been stored. This accumulator had not been
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opened during the past five wecks except for a moment on one or two occasions.
This accumulator stood along the wall representing the outer wall of the metal
OR room. I very quickly removed ali the contents onto a shelf, just putting
my arms inside, and when I had finishcd, I tested the accumulator with my
/iram' wáicá

U

noy

1110.1i JbC-11.1;1iL'e 41, CU. I. Fui

tay ;gemd incide fura muna--91, and

felt suddenly as if hit with a sledgchammes on my head. 1 felt a heavy pressure
and dizzy sensation, and 1 knew I had to go out immediately. There was a
progressive increase of the following symptoms over the next five minutes:
1 began to feel more and more dizzv and my total body became weak. 1 felt
as if I did not belong to myself, as if I could not Icei whethcr my legs were
moving or whether I had control over my legs. There was a tremendous effort
to move my arms and legs. I felt as if ali movements were slow, and as if I had
to hold myself up against gravity. 1 felt vcry heavy. By the time we reached
the observatory, 1 felt
though 1 were two peopie, as in anesthesia, and had
to tell myself what to do, such as to take the snowshoes off, etc. I began to
feel fear, which increased until it was the most severo death anxiety that 1 have
ever expericnced. This was due to the following sensations:
A senso of total stoppage, localized in my brain, bandlike around the ocular
segment and in my arms. Also, weakncss, and dissociation of the rest of my
hody. I was semi-conscious, could not soe clearly, there was a buzzing in my
cars, and I could not pear clearly. I found it difficult to swallow, my pulse was
very weak and slow, between 45 and 48. 1 had a hard time breathing, and I
had to support myself against the wall hecausc 1 was so dizzy. At this point,
my externai appearance was that of incipicnt shock with livid skin color, expression of anxiety, especially in the eyes. I felt as if I were going to die, just
simply stop. My memory is very cloudy as to the events from the time 1 carne
up to the observatory to the time I lay down in bed. I have never fainted in
my life. 1 did not feel nausta.
I lay down in bed, the room was aired, and my head and extremities were
rubbed with wet colei towels. The recovery took almost one hour and occurrcd
in wavcs. Episodcs of anxiety occurred about threc times. First of all, the
anxiety disappeared when I was reassured and I noticed that 1 was getting
better, and I was not afraid of dying any more.
My pulse was feeble and remained between 48 and 50 for an hour. It then
became fuller and strongcr. The amas felt heavy, the motion was slow, skin
sensation was dull and asymmetric. One recurrence gave severo head pressure
and dullness down to the neck, with difficulty in breathing and dull tongue.
When that passed, there remained a bandlike pressure around the head. After-
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ward, my face began w ti ;gle and lighten, and therc were sensations of waves
around the base
the brain.
Two hours 'ater there was sul slight dizziness on sitting up. The stoppage of
OR function was replaced by extreme warmth, tingling and clarity. At that
and 61. Az .L time. the piilcr ixt2ç
..•...
ve, i 'rad suficred from a
severe diphtheria with severe hulbar symptorns and paralysis of legs.
Four hours 'ater, pulse was 64 and heart action was normal. What had
actually happened was apparently this: When she had put her head ima the
unventilated metal-lined cabines, DOR had hit her hard at her weakest spot
in a specific manner: it affected the vagus and respiration center in the
medulla oblongata. This weak spot had been established for the first time
in her life when some 21 years ago she had suffered from post-diphtherial
affliction with a slighl- paralysis of her arms and legs, and slight impairment
of her bulhar functioning. Thus, a syndrome of deadly symptoms had slumbered unnoticed for nearly two decades, only to be sought out, as it were,
and reactivated by DOR in such a dangerous manner.
The OR energy had, as usual, attacked the tvrakest spot in a specific manner. Here, 1 believc, a great hope for powerful treatment of severe diseases
is contained. We can safely assume that, with further detailed experimentation with Oranur, it wili he possible to direct the healing power of OR energy
at any weak link in the totality of organismic functioning, with the OR
energy finding its way to the diseased organ or system. The dangerous
character of some of these reactions should not deter us. In applying chemotherapy ar shock treatment, we endanger the life of the patient to a higher
degree, just as we do with anesthesta and major operations, %ma-mor being
able to direct the healing agem in the organism. Now, the specific autonomic,
selective power of the OR energy, cembined with a well-worked out, carefully
applied dosage, would enable us to get at every spot in the organism therapeutically, and, most likely, also in every discase.
This last sentence requires careful scrutiny from the standpoint of what
BACKGROUND OP D1SEASE" ar "DISPOSITION" actually means or reprcsents. There
can no tanger be any douht, since we are already experienced in handling
LIFE ENER.cy (bio-energy), that the disposition to discase is becoming palpable
in the form of certain describable and manageable orgonotic function and
dysfunctions. 1 shall reserve a first attempt to discuss these implications theoretically, for a future paper. The Oranur experiment has yielded too rich a
41
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harvest in this respect to be discussed now. It will take some time to gather
the harvest from the field of operation and to bring home ali that is worth
preserving for future use and study.
inierruption of rito Oranur Experimenr
DLring the latter part of Fehruary 1951, the workers at Orgonon lived in
a suspense which became unbearable when the severe Oranur attack nearly
killed the physician who had heen in charge of the laboratory mice. The
dilemma, with its pressure of contradictory decisions to be made right away,
caused some confusion. We had to warn the health authorities of the USA
of the danger which seemed to threaten ali of us and possibly also largo
sectors of the Eastern USA if we had continued the Oranur experiment on
a larger scale. We also notified the!'" that because of the danger we had
decided to interrupt the Oranur experiment.
Let me now summarize briefly the measures taken toward this end:
1. No one was permitted to work in the vicinity of the original Oranur
action for periods longer than a few minutes at a time.
2. All OR accumulating devices were completely dismantled and the paneis
("layers") were put away in such a manner that no two paneis ever faced
each other. Parallel arrangement of two OR layers is sufficient to create a
strong OR energy field.
3. The OR metal-lined room was completely disassembled. The sheet metal
was torn off the walls, the ceiling and the fioor, and taken out to air.
4. Since water absorbs OR, it was assumed that it would also absorb
Oranur; accordingly, the walls of the hall and the accumulators were vvashed
with water and soap, abundantly.
5. Since airing alleviates the OR effects, frequent and extensive airing were
employed wherever such effects had been heavy.
6. Ali workers were advised to dismantle their OR accumulators in their
homes for the time being, to take much fresh air and to sieep with wide open
windows.
7. Several workers and one child were evacuated from the observatory
building for severa! days and did not return until a few days after the dismantling of ali OR accumuiating devices.
8. All NR material was put half a mile away, enclosed in a safe with
heavy four-inch walls of steel and cemcnt; this, of course, was not done
because the NR material was dangerous, but because it excited OR imo
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Oranur action. We Lad to assume on the basis of many subjective as well as
objective observatious that the whole region of the 280 acreage at Orgonon
continuously possessed a much higher levei of OR than any other region, due
to the continuous OR work that had been carried on there for many ycars.
.11.1o,
p1C3CULC Ur Juan), accurnuiaring devices and the presence ot a highly
charged OR room had to be taken seriously.
9. Last but not least, it was decided to take a rest from ali experimentation
for severa! months. This was necessary in order to arrange the facts and
observations without the impact of new facts, and to permit the workers to
recuperate. The AEC was informed to this effect.
10. The background counts in the observatory carne down from 50-80 CPM
to an average of 30-40 CPM after these measures had been taken. However,
the walls of the OR room were sul. "glowing," even after dismantling of their
metal lining, as late as during May 1951.
A test in complete darkness showed, as late as March 26, several weeks after
the OR energy accumulators had been dismantled, that the visual impressiona,
were not blue-gray, as is usual, Iam red to purple, a sure sign of high-pitched
OR energy activity.
Many practical issues had to be settled before the basic natural-scientific
implications of Oranur could be approached. One of the most acute problems
to be solved was how to explain ali this to the security agencies of the USA.
Oranur had revealed a deadly quality. This quality in the hands of unscrupulous, malignant men, would only add confusion to the already overstrained
social atmosphere we are living in. On the other hand, to keep the result
secret appeared no longer possible. Knowledge of the Oranur effects had gone
around too far. Many among us felt that telling it ali to everybody would be
the surest way to safety for the worid. Then, at least, there would be scrious,
responsible workers who would work out Me medicai efficiency in Oranur to
the good of everybody.lt was regrettable that in some cases the healing effects
would only be ebtained in a deadly, dangerous manner, but chis could not be
helped by anyone.
While this turmoil kept us busy day and night, whilc we tended our sick,
madc blood test after blood tcst, examined everything we could to the hest
of our knowledge, worrying what murderous men of policies would or could
do with our labors, we began to discern bright sunlight among the dark
clouds:
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After a few days had passed since the deadly attack suffered by the physician mentioned before, she began to recover in a moa hopeful manner. She
still felt dizzy, "as if floating or losing balance"; shc still felt "dulled" at the
base of her brain, but her eyes were sparkling as never before; she looked
better than ever before, was fully alive on a higher levei of energy functioning. Another physician who had reacted scverdy with paleness and slight
jaundice, was now tanned and looked vigorous. Another worker who used
to suffer from occasional dullness in her eyes was bright and sparkling with
life. The boy who had so strangely fallen ill was, after his return to the
observatory building, in fuil, brilliant health. 1 myself felt more active and
alive than ever. I did not need much sleep, the ideas and arrangements flew
freely and fully. I felt vigorous and imbued with great zest.
Graduaily it beca= clearer that Oranur could, in the hands of peaceful
people, turn into one of the greatest healing powers humanity has ever possessed: Properly dosaged, well applied and carefully controlled, it would drive
to Me surface and possibly cure even latent discares. It may even possibly
IMMUN!ZE the population against NR efiects ali over Me planei and Mus
wring from the hands of Me evil-spirited ones Me murder tveapon they now
command. There possibilities are definitely there. Wc know that Oranur had
accomplished what atomic energy research so very cagerly had tried to rcach
and had so prematurely promised: THE MEDICAL USE OF COSMIC ENERGY.
Thus, here we were, with the moa powerful healing power humanity had
ever known in our hands; but rendered impotent by the emocional plague
in many places of society. The situation grew more and more complicated
and dangerous, to people at large as well as to ourselves as the responsible
workers in Oranur experimentation.
State of Affairs as of the End of March 1951:
Fifteen Weeks after Oranur Started
1. The students' laboratory, in which the Oranur experiment was conducted, was still unusable despite dismantling of the OR energy metal room
in the beginning of March. It was again pui into tentative operation on
March 26. It was still glowing on April 8 and work in it had to be stopped
again on April 14.2
2 Today (August 1951) the laboratory is still radiating, but is usablc again. The health of

the

workers is rcgularly checked through bi-weekly orgonomic examinations. A separatc report
on Oranur biophysical reactions after Apta 1951 wil1 be published in a future article.
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All other OR aceumulating devices without exception are being kept
dismanded and separated from inhabited buildings. Only one new OR
charger, which is ]ocated singly in the
open air, is sai assembled. It has never
been used for Oranur production, but it houses a 20-fold Oranur-affected
charger.
3. Iz i, sriii
impossibie to reassembie any of the OR accumulators which
had beca in use before January 5, 1951. They are highly active and drive the
background
counts to two to four times the usual rate, 100 and more cam.
4.
Most workers who had participated in Oranur have returned to normal
heahh. But occasionally, certain symptoms such as rnalaise, nausea, fatigue
and overirradiated RBCs recur if they corne in touch with devices ernpioyed
in Oranur.
5. It has
by some workers that their cars are "active" after
having Stenbeen
dosenoticed
to dismantled
garage.
Oranur-affected accumulators in the sarnc
6.
Every second week, blood testa are done on the workers. The difference
beoseen the alive b]ood picture of persons affected with Oranur, and the
blood of ncwcomers is markcd. Fui] and proper evaluation is not yet possible.
No leukemic tendencies in the blood pictures have been noticed during the
last two to three weeks.
7.
The buiIdings are still active with Oranur eflects. Lack of proper ventilation drives the Geiger counts high.
8.
In general, the workers are ali well. Single persons compiain about occasiona] recurrence of symptoms they had had earlier in Ide. This Niints to a
diagnostic possibility ire Oranur.
9_ Repeating the Oranur experimen
t is cot of the question at present for
lack of sufficient funda and facilities. Also, the heahh of the workers rnust be
taken inro serious consideration. It is doubtful that they would stand another
steep Oranur impact. We are forced to wait and
see when and
how we can
ger at Oranur again, next rime bater prepared, and cquipped with more
experiente.
10. While, during the whole duration of Ora

nur, ali workers developed
an increased aversion against using thcir OR energy accumulator, lately the
need for OR irradiation has returned in most of them. Some workers who
had not had a cold ar other trouble for many years on account of regular use
of the OR energy aecumulator, now have again
begun to
snifiles in bati weather, and the need for OR has returned. devdop slight
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11. Oranur-affected shooters, which must be kept outside any inhabited
building, are most effective in combating a slight cold when manifested
locally in the nose and sinuses. A few minutes irradiation have helped to
stop the discharge.
All thrs~ na-w mcperienn-s nem rn For retesred and rn be worked out on a
much larger scale. This will take years and much monev.
The details and the consequentes of the First Oranur Experiment are, of
course, still mostiy unclear. It may require years and great funds to collect
and arrange theoretically what has actually beca set into motim by the
dramatic clash between OR and NR. As mentioned before on severa' occasions, working with Oranur is fraught with danger to the experimenting
personnel, and no protection against the deadly overirradiation exista, except
careful dosage. The health protection devices wh;ch were elaborated in
connection with work on atornic energy, are not applicahle since OR as well
as Oranur penetrares everything. This constitutes a major, at present unsur.
mountable obstacle in the way toward detailed claboration of the problema
involved. Since the Oranur experiment has been stopped, early in Februarv
1951, and after Reich B1(x)d Testa showed that all workers had slowly returned to normal functioning, severa! attempts were made to test the situation: Did the DOR effect disappear or not? How soon, if at ali, would it
vanish from the affected Oranur devices? Or would the Oranur action go
on indefinitely Nobody could tell then or can tell now.
However, we tried to test the situation by bringing back imo the observatory building one ar two small, one-cubic-foot sized OR "shooters" which
had been aticem(' by Oranur. We repeated this procedure severa! times, and
every single time the background count went up to around 8o CPM and to
0.02 stairt or more when the Oranur-affected devices were present for as short
a whilc as only one hour. These effects disappeared again soon after the
Oranur accumulator had been removed into the open air, with the background count corning down to as low as 30, and the andu to about 0.008.
One evening, a smail shooter was brought iate a bedroom in arder to trear
a cot in a finger. Ir was forgotten there, and during the night the person
who slept in that room woke up with severe dryncss in the throat and severe
thirst; also with a feeling that oxygen was lacking in the air. The shooter
was irnnriediately removed, and the symptoms of distress disappeared.
At the time of the writing of these lines, in the middle of Aprii 1951, the
large studente laboratory where the first Oranur experiment had been con-

1
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ducted in the metal-lined and highly charged orgone energy room, was still
unusable. This in spite of the fact that thc shect metal has bem removed from
the walis, the ceiling and the floor, i.e., the mechanism of accumulation
having been disassembled. The cement board walls are still slightly "glowing"
and some workers suffer distress when they work in the hall. Othen fp.-1
whiie working at the restoration of the OR energy room. They
are ordered to work only an hour or two at a stretch, and then to "air out."
It is not at ali cerrain whether this building will be fully restored to its originai
function, or, if so, when.
The physician who had nearly died when she had put her head into an
Oranur-affected cabinet has recovered completely. The "flu epidemic" which
raged through New England during this period, and affected nearly every
single liame, left Orgonon untouched. No one at Orgonon carne down with
anything near the degree of influenza suffered in the near-by village where it
put people to bed en masse and for weeks on end.
Blood tests were carried on every second week with every single worker
who had participated in the Oranur experimentation. The red centers in
the RBCs, sure sign of overirradiation, had disappeared entirely. The OR
energy frames of the RBCs were still "blurred," as we carne to call this particular appearance, and the picture of the RBCs was still clearly distinct from
the picture of the blood in people who carne from New York or Philadelphia
to Orgonon. These problems will be dealt with extensively eisewhere; however, they had to be mentioned briefly in this context.
Xray Effects and Oranur Sickness

It will be necessary to separate the medicai aspects of Oranur from the
physical effects and to devote a special paper to this ali important subject.
The harvest of medicai experience was too rich and is still too confused to
be dealt with at this point. However, it appears essentiai to mcntion a few
facts concerning the effects of Xrays on OR energy already in this report in
order to prevent unnecessary harm to people working with both.
The following incident may be well suited to highiight the point in
question.
At the end of April, I was asked by one of our medicai orgonomists for
hclp in his own behalf. He lived and worked in New York, 500 miles away
from Orgonon and Oranur. He had not been at Orgonon excepr for a brief,
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one day visit during December 1950. He had not been in contact with any
of the devices or experimental arrangements which were used in connection
with Oranur. When he arrived at Orgonon he appeared quite ill on the first
imprcssion. His face was livid, discoiored in a bati way; the eyes were inflarned. He had telt nauseated ter more than two months. His strength
seemed to fail, and hc suffered from constant fatigue, great thirst, weakness,
malaise and a severe pressure in the diaphragmatic segment. Upon careful
orgonomic examination, no apparent cause for the severe discomfort could be
found. I knew this physician well from the training lie had gone through
with me several years before. I expected to find some armoring block in the
diaphragmatic segment which would account for the severity of his status.
1 could, however, find no impairment of his bio-energetic motility. He was
soft alI over his body; no blocks were distinguishable. The case constituted
a riddle.
During the further exploration, it turned out that he had constructed
severa! OR energy blankets in connection with the anti-nuclear civil defense
field service for which he was preparing himself and his staff in his private
medical office.
These OR energy hlankets had never been at Orgonon, and also, they
had never come in touch with any Oranur-affected material. This only complicated the riddle. Was it possible that the OR energy blankets which were
built with wire mcsh instead of with sheet metal, produced a different,
noxious type of OR radiation? This seemed unlikely. Afrer further inquiry,
it was found that an operating Xray machine was located severa! rooms away
from his agia- in another physic-ian's office. This answered the probiem. He
had sufiered ali the time from Oranur effects. The clinicai symptoms were the
same as those we had seen so dramatically at Orgonon. A blood test was
performed irnmediately and it correborated this conclusion: His blood
showed an increase in white cells, highly overcharged RBCs and the typical
picture of leukemia-like end-products of RBC disintegration.
He was advised to remove immediately upon return, ali OR accumulating
devices, to air his quarters abundantly. to drink much water and to take
frequcnt, prolonged baths.
It is obvious that the Xrays had had the same effect upon the concentrated
OR energy atmosphere in bis office as the radium at Orgonon.
Severa! years ago, in the early 1940s, I had gone through, without having
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been aware of what was happening, a similar situation. I had had an Xray
machine in my office in Forest Hills which was mainly used for study of the
diaphragmatic immobilization in patients and for photography of the OR
energy fields of different setups. During that time, I had felt weak, often
nauseated, thirsty and generally fatigued. The Xray nuch;•-•:?,
,'„„cr sois
and now 1 understand why 1 had begun to feel better after its removal. The
building in Forest Hills had been overcharged with OR energy for many
ycars.
I had gone through the Oranur effects without having been aware of it,
and was immunized against the effects in the Oranur experiment of 1951.
I had suffered least among the workers.
We assume with some certainty that the well-known damage znflicted
upon patients hy Xray treatment are troe, full-fledged Oran:ír effects in the
first stage. 1 had always strenuously objected to simultaneous OR energy
and
Xray treatment in cases of cancer. This was no more than one of those guesses
which are empirically right. I had often seen OR-treated cancer patients
decline more rapidly when at the same time they took Xray rreatments. But
now this is quite clearly understandable: The OR energy treatment increases
the energy charge and the reaction tu Xrays is strong. Xrays always damage
the blood system and cause malaisc as well as general decline, also without
OR. It is Me organismic OR energy which reacts to Me Xray therapy with
Oranur effects. This conclusion is quite safe now, though it might disturh the
Xray therapist. However, the orgonomist has become used over decades to
disturbing many people in many ways. This is inevitabie with any type cif
new basic knowledge.
In concluding this brief report, I would like to warn against using or
living in high OR energy concentration if any kind of Xray, radium or similar radiation work is being done in the same building. It is necessary that
all physicians using OR energy treatment with their patients make sure that
OR and NR are not brought near each other.
The important consequentes of these interconnections for the understanding of disease after atomic blasts as at Hiroshima, of the peculiar radioactivity
in maritime life, as it has been discovered years after the Bikini explosion, the
ill effects upon people working with NR energy in the vicinity of steel wool,
etc., should be regarded with tare and further study should be devoted to all
situations which are similar to Oranur setups.
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From the Record: April 12—April 30, 1951
We met with a new startling surprise on April 12, 1951; it was due to our
own rcluctance to accept fully, without hesitation, the theoretical cansequences of basic orgonomy. As so often before, I had, while rcaching out
finto the unknown, still anchored myself in the prevalent ideas about the
particular realm of knowledge. For instante, long after the discovery of the
bio-energy in energy vesicles in 1936, I still presented the emocional bioenergetic functions at the skin's surface in terms of "bio-electricity" (1937).
This had to be corrected later in arder to make furthcr prugress possible. In
a similar manner, I adhered to the accepted notions on nuclear radiation
when I separated the NR sources from the OR energy concentration. The
reader may remember that I had put away the two miiligrams of radium
nua a safe which was located in an empty building about 1200 feet away
from the students' experimental laboratorv, each rnilligram of Ra within its
one-half inch lead container. The safe which housed the containers has a watt
of steel and concrete of about four inches thickness. According to the nuclear
theory of radiation, lead and steel plus concrete of altogether some tive inches
thickness should have beco perfectly sufficient to shield the activity of two
milligrams of radium and a few rnicrograms of other nuclear sources. This
seemed to be the case in accordance with the accepted notion of nuclear
radiation, and I no longer worried about the far-away, heavily shielded
nuclear material. I should repeat again that the danger was not thought of
as due to these small arnounts of NR but as due to its triggering effects on
concentrated OK energy. There were no OK accumulating arrangements in
the summer dwelling except: THE STEEL CONCRETE SAFE ITSELF. This I had
overlooked, and thus I committed a grave mistake, which under slightly
different conditions could have caused much harm. The safe itself which
housed Me NR source acted as an OR energy accumulator.
This we learned on April 12, 1951, when, after the snow had melted away
on the road, we went down to the empty building with our GM survey
meter and discovered that the Oranur experirnent had actually gone on all
the while since Fehruary. The following table provides a survey of the
Oranur effects as measured that same and the following day with Tracerlab
SU-5 Beta Gani= Survey Meter.
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DISTANCE FROM
SAFE, CONTAMINO

;

PLACE OF
MONITORING

f.

4:J

91 k

At main road
Road
Road at turn
Road Glose to
building
Main entrance
Maid's room
Room with safe
AT SAFE WALL

Safe.
Safe

CPM

MR/H

CPM

MR/II NR SOURCE SHIELDED

IV. 13th

IV. 12th

runs

7f1

60
60-80

0.02

60
60-80

100

0.02

O0-80

800 II
5-10 1!

1/2 INCH LLAD

t':A3i3-700 Let
400-500
100

40
50
50
" ????
1000 11
300 cm.
6000
200 cm.
10-20,000 1 3-41 1 cm. from wall,

600
100

30 cm. from source
insidc
100 cm.
1000 cm. outside
building

This result was shocking. The counts at the caretaker's cabin 700 feet away
were around 40 CPM, i.e., normal for Orgonon.

On April 13, we had put several mice of different types (Ca, Lk, healthy
mice and newborn ones) into the room which harbored the safe. The mice
were kept dose to the safe. These mice were reported to be well on April 14.
The following day, April 15, a Sunday, another careful check was carried out
in the region. Here are the results of the monitoring:
MONITORING Ofi SAFE CONTAINING TWO NIILLIGRAmS OF RADIUM, SIIIELDED, AT LOWER
HOUSE ON APRIL

source.

15, 1951

mst/u

CPM

20,000 at bottom, 5,000 at top

1 cm.

1. AT SAFE:

1000

100 cm.

cm.
5000 cm.
1000

2. Adjoining maid's room:
200 fect
3. ROAD:
240 feet
BADGER
ROAD:
4. Ar
30 meters
40 meters
50 meters

150-200
60-80, 400 cPm, GM tube
without shielding
200

60
60-80
60-80
400, GM tube withoutshield-

ing!!

It was not comprehensible why the count at the road, 100 to 700 feet away,
was so much higher than the count at the main entrance, only 30 feet away.
However, 20,000 CPM at the wall of the stee! concrete safe seemed quite
exorbi tant.
One physician, who was with me, and I myself felt the Oranur effects right
away, strongly: malaise, pressure, etc. The physician did not look well on the
second day. We were afraid to open the safe, since we had cxperienced the
accident with the physician who had put her head into an Oranur device.
To simply dump the whole safe into the lake did not seem advisable, since
the Oranur activity would most likely have affected the lake. To bury it in
the ground seemed equally impossible since the OR energy from the soil
would, to our notion, have continued to react. The building itself seemed to
have become unusablc for the summer. We could not carry the responsibility
ai! alone. It was imperative to get heip from the administration in Washington and Augusta, Me. Later, our caretaker told us that he had felt pain in
his chest when four weeks ago he had gone to get some foodstuff from the
freezer which was locatecl in that building 30 feet away from the shielded
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60 meters
70 meters
80 meters
100 meters

10-20
0.4
0.04
0.16
0.02
0.016
0.02 (near H2O)
0.012
0.02
0.018
0.016
>I

Between 50 meters and toward cabin: 60-80 em.
Without shield at 30 meters from cabin: 200 CPM.

Mouse box monitored afterward in students' lab: 40-50 CPM.
20,000 CPM and 10-20 milx at the outside wall of the safe, steel and concrete four inches thick, from a source some 30 to 50 cm. away inside the safe
and two rnilligrams of radium, each shielded with 1/2 inch lead, seemed quite
enormous. Also, 400 CPM 50 meters or 150 feet away in the open air, rneasured
with the tube taken out from its shielding, seemed enormous.
It was only the fact that the mice had remained healthy after 56 hours dose
NR
to this safe which made us stop and think. WERE WE HERE DEALING wrrx
NR
ITS
JOB
OF
1{,
IELI1VG
TESE
ENERGY PERHAPS DONE
ACTIVITY AT ALI.? IIAD

COMPLETELY ?

explained:

OR

How otherwise could the good health status of the mice be
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The rhought that we had possibly reached our original goal of Oranur experimentation. 'vent like an illumination through our minds. Perhaps . . .
Possibly . . . If this would withstand the most severe tests in the future, we
were obviously dcaling with several phases in the Oranur process:
Fots-r
NR aflects OR at first in a moa damaging manner. The organismic and
atmospheric OR energy reacts to sudden, unexpected NR action with pros.
tration, decline, helplessness, as it were, psychologically speaking.
SECOND PHASE:

OR energy, after Me fira blow by NR has beco suffered, and if it was overcome, Ftwrrs BACK ferociously. It goes rnad, runs berscrk,
as it were. It becomes a killer itself, attempting to
Me irritating NR. In Mis struggle it
itself deteriorates mio a killer of Me organism which à governs: RADIATION
SJCKNESS, followed by death or some chronic destructive ailment,
as for instance leukernia. The blood system is Me most sensitive pari of Me organism
in Mis respect.
THIRD PHASE:
IF

OR

ENERGY HAS THE OPPORTUNTTY TO KEEP FIGHTING THE

NR

IRRITATION;

IF IT CAN OBTAIN FURTHER SUPPLY AND REPLACEMENT OF RIEM ATMOSPHERIC

OR

ENERGY SUFFICIENT ENOUGH TO KEEP THE UPPER HAND, IT WILL FINALLY SUGCEED
IN RENDERING

NR RADIATION HARMLESS. It Will replace the noxious SECONDARY
NR BY PENETRATION OF THE NR MATTER, AND VIIILL PUT IT AT

ACTIVITY OF THE

ITS OWN SERVICE. WHAT WE ARE DEALING WITH ITERE IN THIS THLRD PHASE IS NO
LONGER

NR

BUT

OR

ENERGY WITHIN THE FORMERLY NOX1OUS MATERIAL. IN THIS

FORM, THE PROPERTIES OF THE CHANGED

OR

NR

MATERIAL WILL SHOW ALL SIGNS OF

ENERGY: PENETRATION OF ALL WALLS NO MATTER OF WHAT KIND OR THICK-

NESS, HIGH COUNTS, BUT NO 114 EFFECTS UPON ORGANISMS.

This is, apparently, what we had been dealing with ali through the years
when small samples of NR sources were first irritating the OR energy and
finally were changed into innocent though highly active material which had
lost the power of "ionization" and of harrning living tissues.
It was in this third phase that we felt quite well, even in the vicinity of an
activity of 10 MR/H; that the mire were untouched, and that we felt Oranur
only vcry slightly. On April 23, 1951, twelve days after they were put to the
test, ali coice were still ali right.
But suei: tiiimuNery to Oranur, most likely required having gone through
and suffered thc life-dangerous phases One and Two. The organism is a
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highly adjustable functional unit. If it is not knocked out right away during
the first two phases; if it is given a chance, time and fresh OR supply, to
adapt its own OR reactions to NR activity, it will fight back vigorously in
the end and not suffer any longer from NR or secondary radiation.
This now appeared as a solid basis tor turther procedures toward the
original goal of the Oranur project, i.e., immunization against atomic bomb
Ocas. The concrete practical accomplishment of this task appears still far
away; howevcr, the way toward it was clearly designed and marked. The
main pioneering job had been done; the main danger signals had been
recognized: Orainir phase One and Two; the main symptoms in these intermediary steps were in the open. Behind phase One and Two, there was
clearly outlined phase Three, the impotente of NR and the victory of OR
energy.
The job was basically done. The rest of it was now up to the people and
their representatives, the health agencies, the AEC, the nacional administration, the UN, the medicai and physical sciences.
Let us consider carefully what had happened, by comparing a few results
which, taken cach separately do not make sense, but put together like pieces
in a puzzle, reveal the secret behind it ali:
The measurement of the activity near the closcd safe was high, more than
10 MR/H and 20,000 to 30,000 CPM, coming apparently from a source of only
two lead-shielded radium needies of one milligrarn each, and a few microgranis of other nuclear material, through four inches of heavy steel and
concrete. On the basis of this finding, one should have expected that the
source itself, measured naked, without any shielding, at only one centimeter
distante with an approximately ten times more sensitive counter tube would
yield a correspondingly much higher count.
I opcned the safe myself, using a wet mask over my mouth and nose, and
a long-handling tongs in removing the source from the safe. Before actually
taking out the radium, I measured the activity in the inner space of about
40 x 40 x 50 centimeters. The counts were so high that the GM survey meter
needle raced toward the highest scale and beyond it. There were far more
than 20 mitin and far above 100,000 crm at a distante of about 40 to 50 cm.
from the shielded source within the safe. 1 removed the NR material to the
outside severai meters away and measured again inside. The activity sank
nearly immediately to approximately 50% above thc normal count of 30-50
crM. Any doubting physicist, beirig present at this performance could certainly have triumphantly said, "I told you se. Your Oranur is just so much
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of a hoax. NR cannot possibly be changed by anything. Give up. . . . The
reason for the high activity outside the safe was the NR source ..."
To ali common senso he would have appeared to be right. The high count
on the insidc actually disappcared soon after the remova] of the NR source.
Still, he could not have ançwered the question as to how it was possible that
through 1/2 inch lead and 4 inches of concrete and steel, the counts were still
as high as they were, in MR/H only half of what they were within the safe,
40 cm. away from the shielded ONE mg. of radiurn.
All the foliowing will teach us is that common senso alonc is not good
enough; that one cannot judge such a basic function from the standpoint of
the atomic theory; that one has finally to start thinking in cosmic terms if
one wants to comprehend Oranur.
We raced the NR material by car up to the observatory on the hill. It was
removed from its shielding and measured immediately with the large 40%
Tracerlab Autoscaler, at 1200 volts and with a counter tube of a mica window
thickness of 2.3 mg./cm.2 as against the SU-5 Survey Meter and a tube of
30 mg./cm.2 wall thickness. Here are the results, synoptically:

1. SHIELDED:

DISTANCE:

3/2" lead,

WE HAD ACHIEVED OUR RESULT.: THE RESULT WAS THERE.

The problem was what it was, then, if it was NOT the NR source, that
had made the GM counter rate so high outside and insidc Éhe safe. It could
not be anything else than the

ATMOSPH!RIC OR ENERGY WHICH SURROUNDED THE

SHIELDED SOURCE AND THE SAFE AS WELL AS THE BUILDING HOUSING THE SAFE AS
FAR AS 600 FEET UP TOWARD THE ROAD.

1 put ali the NR material into the great charger and into the 20x OR
accumulator. There it remaincd until the foliowing day late in the afternoon
when I had to take it out again because of a new severo reaction.
Severa' days tater thc two milligrams of radiurn in their shielding were
taken up to the Orgone Energy Observatory, where they were measured,
both naked and with shielding at the GM Autoscaler. The results are sum-

marized in the following chart:
MEASUREMENTS OF TWO NI EDLES OF ORANI'R RADIUM
AND NAKED, AT GM AUTOSCALER, APRIL

CPM

and steel
approx. 40 cm.

Material
outside

CM rum: wall thickness 30
mg./cm.2

(one mg.untreated) 4096
10+

20,000++

20+++

100,000++ +

30-40 cm.
WITHIN safe
CM TUBE: wall thickness 30
DISTANCE:

mg./cm.2
wINDow),
2.3 ing./cm.2

DISTANCE

TUBE THICKNESS (MICA

4096 Autoscaler (Tracerlab)

Seale

1. Ra 1

SHIELDED: 1/2"lead

MIILLDING: NONE. NEEDLE NAKED

O.E Cm.
100 cm.

(one mg. each), SN
28, 1951, 3 P.M.

SHIELDING

measurelnents.

4" concrete

safe

3.

BLE OF YIELDING MORE THAN AROUND THIRTY THOUSAND CPM NAKED AT A FORTIETH
OF THE DISTANCE AND WITH A TUBE AT LEAST TEN TIMES MORE SENSITIVE.

ill measurements at one cm. distante. Each measurement average of several

COUNTS
SHIELDING
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30,000 to 35,000
approx. 3,000

Thus, to the amazement of everybody present and to thc detriment of ali
well-set theories about NR radiador', THE SAME NR SOURCE WIfiCII ALLRCEDLY
COULD MAKE TI-TE CM COUNTER RACE UPWARD THROUGH LEAL SHIELDING AND AT
FORTY CENTIMETERS DISTANCE, TO A HUNDRED THOUSAND PLUS CPM WAS NOT CAPA-

2. Ra 2
(one mg. OR-treated) 4096
256
3. Ra 2
4096
4. Ra 2
4096
5. Ra 1
4096
6. Ra 1
4096
7. Ra 2
4096
8. Ra 2
64
9. Shiclding alonc
10. Microgram
Ra—OR-trcatcd
4096
5 yrs.
11. Watch, one
4096
month owncd
12. Watch, 2 yrs. owned 40°6
13. C.alibration atter
256
measurements

With
Shielding Naked Time in ser

CPM

0.8

307,200

1.05
0.4
2.8
8.3
0.8
0.8
3.0
3.15

245,760
43,000
81,920
28,877
307,200
307,200
81,920
1,280

0.8

307,200

10.0
10.0

24,576
24,576

4.15

60
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Before proceeding further, let us again review the facts in their interrelations, Ara not S1NCLY:
FiRsT: The naked NR material gave a much lower count (ONE TENTH) than
Me same material enclosed in heavy lead shielding.
sEcoND: The ten times hig.hfr. ri_nmfs
uround Me sineided
NR material is a function of Me OR encrgy fighting against NR.
THLRD: As soon as Me interaction betwecn OR and NR is stopped, Me high
OR activity vanishes and sinks down to the normal atmospheric levei.
eouRTH: OR energy alone does not. react severely unless irritated by NR.
The Oranur reaction was again severe immediately after the NR material
was put into the big charger without Me safe. The counts were as high as
2000 cem on the outside of the charger. The air became heavy again and we
felt the typical Oranur symptoms (inalaise, nausea, preisure) which we had
ror FELT so severely previously near the safe. This gave us another clue for
further procedures, thus:
Apparently, when Me NR material was within the heavy steel and concrete safe, the OR energy which can penetrate everything could easily get
INTo Me safe whereas the. NR activity could No-r get our of Me safe. Thus
the chances in the fight of OR against NR were shifted to the advantage of OR against NR. On the other hand, when NR material was not
sufficiently shielded, it had an even chance to irritate and to trigger OR
energy into DOR action. This was the reason why we had not fdt malaise
of a severe nature in the vicinity of the safe, whereas we felt it right away
severely in the vicinity of the charger. Now it seetned clear that in order to
reduce the DOR effect, one had to put the NR material into heavy shielding
and thus confined, into the charger. OR would get at NR, but not NR at
OR. We decided right away to build a housing for the safe to put the NR
material imo the safe again and to put the safe, containing NR, in the vicinity
of the charger. This would secure the Oranur effect without the DOR
element 1F we were on the right track of reasoning.
The further elaborarion of this problem must wait until the second Oranur
series of experimentation can be carried out.
In the end a control experiment with a peculiar result &serves to be
mentioned:
We ordered a third mg. of radium from New York. We had it testcd bcfore
it was brought up to Orgonon. The results of the measurements taken in a
radiation laboratory in New York were for this one mg. of radium:
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Naked . .. Ca. 16,000 CPM
Within 1/2 inch lead shielding ... ca. 7,000 CPM
We measured the same source in thick lead shielding immediately upon
its arrival at Orgonon: The result was ca. 300,000 CPNt with the GM Autoscaier and ca. tOu,u00 cem with the SU-5 Survey Meter. Does the Oranur
effect act instantly raising the counts Eive- to twenty-fold? Only further work
will answer this problem.
However, the conclusion appears safe: Ir is Me OR encrgy in Me atmosphere, surrounding Me NR material, which reacts at Me GM counter. lt is
Me organismic OR energy within living bodies which continues to react to
NR material for months and even years (bio-energetic radioactivity; "radiation sickness").

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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